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The National Child Labor Committee is a private, voluny

agency dedicated to helping increase the effectiveness of those

working directly with children and youth; by conducting research,

0' -,

planning, stalf training, technical assistance, information
'
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services, adi deMonstratioh.programs tor agencies, and

institutions throughout the country.
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INTRODUCTION

';','Thetransiticm from schobl to work for many of this dOuritrirtir

teehageri is "a maddening, dead-end course; producing a°14alizdtion

4tbst they aro consigned to the realm of 'seemingly superfluous
peO7ple..."-(25) For 30 years, fedexal, state and locdl.governments
have tried-to change this realization with a staggering array of
trainingand educational programs costing billions of dollars.*
The acronyms are rendless: ARA, MDTA, NYC, 130A, PSE, CEP, JOBS, etc.
lJnfortunately, the problem has rema d with us, in good times and
in bad, despite the great ihtlixe.of y, time, energy, and thought-
devoted to ameliorating it.

.-

Today, the. Comprehensive employment and Training Act (CETA) and
the Youth Employment and Demonstration Project Act of.1977, 1YEDPA)
dominate the youth employment scene. Utilizing some of what has
been learned in past programs, these Acts (Lie attempts to develop
definitive mechanisms far dealing with the structrual unemployment
problems of the country's youth. **.(139). At the same time, efforts
are being made'io develop these new programs so that they not only
'benefit youth but also contribute/some tangible service or "good" to
their comtunities, I

A good deal of controversy has emerged as to whether or .not both
goals can be accomplished at the same time. Some argue that the
,payoff ip goods and services to society alone warrants the investment
in people, that social benefits more than ma'e up for:this investment;
to say nothing of the benefits to the'yarticipants themselves (149).
Others note the problem that tht kind of youth to be involved-in
these programs may lack so much.in the way of knowledge, skills, and
ability that the services or goods the' can deliver would be at such
a low level that the programs may be counterproductive. Still others
discuss the problems of substituting youthful, public service employees
for regular government'workers and the inclination of some communities,
particularly large cities, to make up budget-induced cuts in services
with federelly-subsidized ,workers, to use these funds to rehire laid-
of'f wbrkers; or to simply maintain the solvency of urban and county
goveenments (47, 54, 60, 113). It is' probable, however, that youth f)
would be less acceptable to government agencies as replacements for
adult workeri, thus inhibiting temdences toward substitution. (75).

_Whatever the arguments; the p ilosophy of the new legislation
seems to haire come full circle wi that of the Great Depression
programs when the unemployed were put to work on public projects
with attempts made to ascertain e social and monetary value of
these' projects.

21 There are many sources describing the history of the various
manpower programs, why and how they succeeded or failed. See; for
example, Rubenstein (113) and National Child Labor Committee (75).

**.There4seemp to be some ambivalence as to whether these
programs ace dealing exclusively with structural unemployment or
whether cyclicul unemployment is also a target, even it not identified
assuch%'See Kobrick (60) and Rubens (T8):
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Yet there appears to be a real difidience'in' that Much of what the

programs of the' 1930's accomRlished.May*tlathible today because,
of competing interest's: For example,-attempts to.expandthe.tse of
unemployed, people in ournational.pailks'and forests-May ran into
obstaclet put up by environmentalists and others concerned with .,-

Preserving our natural resources raaer than developing them (60).
Much of the impetus for the .new programs which net community needs
ban be traced.to the "make-work" stigma of-,-past programs (75). -
Historically, job creation efforts have came at times'ofseconoMic -

crises'and have engendered, a good deal'of suspiCion about their:bil_Str
to alleviate unmet human needs while regular services:were beinecut
(123).

Today, the emphasis is on the development of:knowledge as to what
will work, for whom,. and hoW what worts for one group can be expanded
to a national model (139). TO accomplisg,t4s,.a variety of approaches
and programs will be funded, some under formula grants to CETA.Prime
Sponsors, fend some under discretionary grants to 9: y'iety of prOgram
operators to experiment with "innovative" program and program elements.
These programs must demonstrate that they'-an meet real needs and can
capture theexcitement and enthusiasm of ournational leaders (60),
Enormous difficulties exist in trying to accomplish, these tasks. There
is.a-constant struggle to define the problems, delineate achievable
goals, identify community need, develop appropriate project elements,
and establish a conceptual framework which relates the project to.the
labor market. L.,

'For most of the programs under YEDPA andCETA Title VI, work
experience is'the chief element for impacting on youths ability to
get and keep a job, for career development, anli for providing viable
and tangible community 'Oenefits (139).

Taggart (78) has pointed out some of the possible benefits of
work experience programs: they might prevent youth crime; with some
training added, they could provide job discipline and exposure to the
world of wk: and they might provide enough income to prevent Youth
/1'04 dropp g out of school. On the other hand, he,also points out
that the Neighborhood Youth Corps, which was basically designed tla'a
work experience program, did-not alter school retention, mayshave
reduded crime and elinquency a little, and had only limited impact
on short- 111', oyment patterns. Benefits fram wort experienCe there-
fore'depei upon society!sWillingness to pick up the costs of such,t
programs and its estimate of the worth of the adtivities engaged/in.

e planning and design of work experience projects foryoutho
req -s an administrative structure which can implement ideas and
ac vities effectively. Effective implementation often requires the

ility and willingness to change institutional structufeb'and pra?tipes
so t t maximum achievements can be obtained with minimum waste of
human and material resources (72, 117). .
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The new work experience programs for youth are designed to achieve
change by involving youth in a "project," that is a group of youth
warking'together under competent supervision to meet an identified social .

need. The project approach offers a "way of avoiding the rigidities' of
ad line public agencies and introduces some competition into the piOduction
of public services" (Gartner, et al., cited in 60). It also tends to keep
subsidized positions conceptually distinct from regualr public positions .

thus reducing tendencies toward substitution (30). But projects which come
into being for relatively brief periods of time, demonstrate their ability
to meet needs, and then disAppear for one reason or another, pose problems

for those whocome to depend on their,services. Where do these people ,

turn? Or, if the projects are continued, it is conceivable that they could
form a secondary delivery system which could unwittingly be made to support

the primary system in resisting change (60).

In communities. across the country,.Prime Sponsors are carrying the
major responsibility for the implementation of the new youth employment
efforts. These agencies have had to develop program and structure from
the guidelines set up by the Department of Labor. Each ,Prime Sponsor is

at a different level of development in its efforts to cope with the problemg
within its jurisdiction. Each has had to evolve its program by reconciling
the national guidelines developed by DOL with the particular characteristicsf
of youth employment in its-local community. As a result, they.serve a
number of masters. For funding, they'must design programs that DOL will
approve, and must gain the effective cooperation of many local public and
private service agencies; they must 54crvive in the context of local
political situations, and organize and respond to the expectations of youth.
This situation can result in pro. am :oals that are unclear at best and
contradictory at worst.

In their efforts to develop viable programs,-many Prime Sponsors have
found themselves in a cross-fire of criticism. bn one. aide, this fire,

comes from the funding and Oveugieeing agencies which demand adherence to
certain norms. On the other, it comes from youth advocates and the youth
themselves who may be in conflict with traditional modes of operation.
Prime Sponsors have found that reconciling the multiple roles dictated by
the different pressures an extremely difficult exercise. Howevr, as
newly created agencies. Prime. Sponsors areonot bound by the traditions of
the past which often makes it diffic t for existing human-service agen;"Jes

to promote or accept change. Becauseof the lack of an overriding tradition,.
Prime Sponsors can be problem- ocused rather than tied to the tradition:,
of the past. The lack of tradi also can mean the lack of precedents'
about both policy and operation form tions which could result in lodg
delays in the decision - making prdcess or in contradictory decisions being
made about the same issue.,

Prime Sponsors normally go through a period of relative administrative
chaos as they seek to establish themselves as viable organizations.
Changes in personnel policies, nonpayment of salaries, arbitrary salary
levels, and constdht-changes ih administrative procedures are typical.
They also typically operate in an atmosphere of .crisis.

I
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At times the demands of a political situatio a change in funding
priorities will cause them to drop ongoing pro ams to cope with an
emergency. In recent years, they have had to operate a number of crash
programs with little time for planning and for learning from mistakes of
the past.

The Prime Sponsor should make it clear to the entire community that
its programs will not solvt the youth unemployment problem overnight.'
The agency should use every means available to emphasize to its staff,
to the target population,, to the local political structure, and to the
general public the true dimensions of the task ahead. While optimism
may have served a valuable purpose in helping the program to be born, it
also serves to place unrealisti - ctationa on the program. These

.expectations have provided the ition for critics to feel tree to
.call for massive changes in the character of a program that hasn'tthad.
time to demonstrate its potential. .

Clear concise program goals should be written along with time tables
and other pertinent information that will help the various ptiblids
understandswhere"the Prime Sponsor is headed. Staff should know and under-
stand the reasons for the constraints under which they are operating, and
should be able to define these constraints` for the staffs of the individual
projects to be funded.by the Prime Sponsor.

IDENTIFYING OOMMUNITY NEEDS

The first step in establishing a project is to survey the community
to see where opportunities for work experience for youth lie. Tde tying
together of community needs and youth needs is paramount to building a
successful project. A goo d deal of literature exists which, in general,
takes amptimistic view 6f the possibilities for meeting both goals.
There seems to be'a definite concensus that useful projects, which have
community support and which supply needed goods and services, can be
developed for youth. Most communities have conducted some form of needs
survey which can be adapted Apr work experience projects for youth.' In
the event that no such survey exists or that what does exist is outdated,
there are a number of good how-to-do-it publications available.
To name two:

Handbook: Assessing Human Nee6, prepared by the League,
ofiCalifornia Citi6, 1108 "0-§treet, Sacramento, California
95814 (August 1975).

An: his and Synthesis of Needs Assessment Research in the
Field of Human Servtces, Rrepared by the Center for Social
Research and Development, Denver Research Institute; University
Of Denver, 2142 S. High, Denver; Colorado 80210 (July 1974).

Even without a needs survey it is possible to identify jobs whioh
coyld contribute to community betterment at the same time they meet the
vocational needs of, youth. There are a variety of imp to determine
whether there is a need for a particular service or program in a community,
and whether other agencies are attempting to respond to that need.



These methods include surveying representative residents of the community,
yOUth, and prdfessionals in the field. The surveys can be conducteein
ferson, over the telephone, or by mail. ;

. .
.

\

Information about community needs may already exist in a permagent
form. Government studies, reports of social service aid rehabilitation
agencies, and newspaper articles may well supply appropriate information.
A -review of these resources can be of enormous value in efforts to assess

,

needs. . .-

Manypeople have given a good deal of thought to the process' of job
creation in both the public and private secotrs. Some have identified
personnel requirements in specific service areas such as housing (118),
in the private sector (62, 113)tenvironmental services (81, 131), parks
and forests (48, 130), transportation (127, 129), and in general areas
(79, 128, 130). Others describe the establishment of new jobs in specific
fields such as corrections (38), social health services (5), health (31),
and local government (11, 149).

.

Another segment,of the job creation literature identifies special
groups of people to fill new kinds of jobs such as: training the 'blind
to work for the Internal Revenue Service as taxpayer service representatives
(59); supported work programs for addicts, alcoholics, and ex-offenders
(27, 28, 66); creating jobs for the deaf (6) and the handicapped,(82); and
for increasing opportunities for blacks outside the ghetto (55).

A number of guides, , handbooks, and,how4O-do-it reports describe
various methodologies for implementing job creation efforts: in manpower
programs,(22); as an alternative to rural out-migration (120); to convince
public agencies to create new positions (151)_;,to restructure exisitng
job systems (99); to implement projects in State_Employment Services
Offices (140) and in social agencies (103); and in providing jOb

descriptions. for entry-level human service occupations (108).

The importance of the choice of which community needs will be met not
only determines the kinds of jobs to'be "created," but who will be hired,
their skill development; and their potential career development. The
choice of &work project in an area dominated by highly skilled trades,-"for

example, would provide few oppol-tunities for youth with no skill, poor
educatiOnal background or little experience (30). Conversely, too much
reliance on'projects which require low skills may lead into deadend jobs
or no jobs at all for the participants (4). Although many jobs.or
potential jobs have been identified in areas whdre "real social needs"
exist but which are not being met fully (79), many of the recommendations
are based largely "on estimates of shortages rather than on effective
demand," (30)

In general, there are few "innovative" projects in the sense that
they haven't been done before. The probess which appears to take place is
the identification of "interesting" projects which have been operated some-
time in tilt past, perhaps with different populations or in different
locations, and the adaptation oethem for local youth.



Even in'the relatively new areas of. environmental services and enery
Coilservation; the work experiences contemplated or implemented appear
to 'be offshoots ofetxiSting jobs rather) than "new" or ' "innovative."

Much oil this adaptation is based on experiences.iathe "New Careers"
movement, and it has been suggested that the new careers concept can'be
adapted to meet present-day requirements-sad be used in lieu of CETA
.since it provides more protection. and better future potential for'its
paraprofessional participants (6). NeweCereers "is no 'longer a poverty
program. It is a broadly conceived approach to reorganization and
development of services, education, training and manpower development ." (108),

Indeed, the Baltimore Metropolitan Manpower Consortium includes para-
professional positions among the Work experience projects it funds (30),
and'Taggert (78), has pointed out that more "meaningful" jobs were provided
under the Emergency Employment Act which involved a mixture of entry -level
jobs, training, and paraprofessional positions. Thus, Prime Sponsors can .

look to the literature'which emanated from these programs for ideas and
approaches which could be adapted in establishing work experience projects
for youth which offer real opportunities for youth development and which
also meet real community needs.

RECOGNIZING NEEDS OF YOUTH

Work experience projects for youth should lead tb regular jobs, return

to school, advanced training, or to a combination of these factors. The
projects should also provide information about, and opportunities to
explore, various career fields. To accomplish these aims, work experience
must be carefully planned, suitable yak projects and sites shotIld-be,
developed, and linkages with other agencies established.

The attitudes of disadvantaged youth toward work have bearing both'
on the kinds of work experiences to be offered and on the kinds of Work
supervision, training and counseling needed.' Jobs which youth, their
friends or families have had prdbably entailed low level tasks, were
underpaid, and held little or no possibility' for advancement. In self-
defense, many youth tend to resist work experiences wftch are similar
to these kinds of jobs.

Although certain generalities can be midi about disadvantaged youth,
each one is an individual with 'special needs. Sonfe of these needs will
become apparent during the selection process,.but others will reveal
themselves later. Making sure that youth are not locked into an irrevocable
assignment will make it possible to respond more directly to their needs. *

Individual preferences are important to consider. Attitudes will differ
with each individual youth and should be considered by staff when assigning
youth to a project. 4Those assigning youth to different projects should
'know the requirements and goals of each project so that, at the very least,
there can be a gross matching of the youth and the kinds,of work experiences
offered.

For many youth the work experience they get in the project will be
the first chance to test their abilities and discover their vocational
preferences. They maybriag to. the project unreel ideas about work.
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;The project can help youth make vocational choices by shdwing what holdil;kg
a Job really'involves. This entails prbvidihg opportunities to learn and
try out different tasks.

In addition to the chance to experiment, the work experience project .

should offer real.training in spdcific skills as Well as general work.
skills and habits. If the project is well designed, combination of these
skills should lead youth to regular jobs.,

` The'work experience itself must mean something-to the youth. Doing
something worthwhile, something socially or economically Useful, something
whibh is visible to others and which attracts community and individual

'attention,can lead to enhancing youth's ,feelings of self worth.',If youth
are given meaningful and useful tasks to perform, they will develop and
maintain a positive attitude toward work.

Almost as important as enhancing'self-image and promoting positive
work attitudes is providing decent equipment. When youth are given dirty
and outworn materials with which to do'a job, the suspicion may arise- that
the people running the project really-don-It-Care or lack confidence in
the youth's` ability to do the job competently. -

,

efforts shoule be made to4see that youth are paid on time. Receiving
a check is an indication of worth. Not receiving it on time conld.destroY
confidence and underminethe whole project's credibility. If possible) a

' contingency fund should be established for paying youth ifthe regular
source of payment encounters problems which prevent payment on time

Preparing youth for the world of work is an ongoing process; a period
of adjustment is required when a youth is sent to a-work site. The
assignment Should be. in'writing with the time, place, and person to whom
to report included, and specific transportation directions should be.given.

,

Where appropriate, work supervisors should have the opportunity to
meet with youth before they report to the work site. Discussion of ground.
rules and expectations can minimiza difficulties. It. is helpful if youth
already working at the job site can be involvectin activities with those
who are new.

After arrival at the worksitd, youth may feel out of place and not

it

know how to behave,, and even' with written instructions, may be confused
about what is expected. They must'learn how use whatever equipment is
involved, when and how to at for help and hen to relax. It.is also
important that youth understand the larger purpose of their work --how it
fits into the total project and hoW the project serves the Community:

Youth will usually respond positively to skilled and competes super-
,

vision. They-should be able to see real craftsmen at work and be exposed
to high occupational standards and techniques. It. mey be the .first time

they have ever shilred the excitement and satisfaction derived from a jail
Well done. .

.

p
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A. hostile or punitive. work supervisor can undermine .arty project. .

PunitiveAss should not be used.as a method for changing.behavior. If
anything will change'a negative self- image, it will be.rewardi,for positive
achieve tents, .Rewards can be as sinple as a gomplimentary word.- When
youth are well supervised, kept busy, have the proper equipment; and are
alloWed to ruse free time constructively, their motivation-will be enhanced.

44. 0

TOemost supportivg measure is to:enstire,..that you actwolyalearn
and develop. The supervisor or crew chief should be aware; AY_ the fte
differentials among young-people. The average 184eax la,Wi21 usually
approach a, ,job with more stability than will a-16-y d-will
probably be more able to cope with, problems that job.
Work expefiences for youngef enrollees should be s

!!,-.somewhat tore experimentation than those for older
is more to work'experience than the routine pert
All yoilth, regardless of age, should be 'allowed to

tasks with challenges built in, at many'levels' to
and skill.

WOrk experience that does not give youth some responsibility is bOth
useless and demeaning. There should be Some'degree of responsibility add
challenge if youth, are to develop good Work habits. Work with true
responsibility, megha'work with skill co

ro

content. For example, a.youth can 41
wor15 alongside a skilled carpenter in °using renovation project and
learn by watching and helping., As th ork experience becomes more demanding,
Aaddititnal 'learning may be reqUired carpenter!s-jcb requires` a know-.
ledge of fractions'i youth workihg,udder his supervision may have to he
tutored in math and then demonstrete,cotpetenoy in figuring dimensiOns.

to permit ,

h., However,
nap of.A single tatk.

rotate among different
rms of speed, dexterIty,

:12

r.

Despite the most sensitive efforts, things:id* go wrong. The
symptoms of trouble are many. Youth 441 fail to report. to work or be
'repeatedly late. Or they may colg on 4me but never seem to be at the
proper place. Some of these problems will be of a personal nature, ,but
most often the problem will be related to the work,e4.perience assignment.
It becomes the supervisor's jobto track down the cause as quickly as
possible. For ekample, it may tethat youth are not.given enough respon.-
ability and.becone bored, or, conversely,, that, too much responsibility has
.overwhelmed the youth. Periodic conferences of work-site gsupervisors,
youth, and administrative staff shoUld be held to concentrate on such'
problem share,informatiOn, And work through the difficult3is..** .

In summary, work experience projects should promote in youth a degire
to work,` confidence in their abilities, appropriate work habits-,74 a
knowledge and respect for the tools, materials, and Proctdures which are
part orthe work assignment.-of'the

STAFF 4 It I
is iniportalt that tIe sppervisors,Araw leaders, and training

personnel be well grounded in the appropriate skills or disciplines whiCh )

refIcft the focus of the work experienpe. They must have the ability to
look rationally at traditional practices and to suggest Changes that will
enhance youth's opportunities.

1r)
U
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,the role of supervisor.or crew leader is a complex and demanding one.
BOER' of the components of that role include: . .'

'

. f

1. acher:, This fUnation'is t impart kdowlege- and practical
/ techniques'to the youth.. It is usually focused on-the specifics

of aparticular task addthen prbdeeds to the development of
generaliied principles that will govern. the,' youth's ,,practice'
in similar sAuaqi.ons.

.2 Rofe_model: To.present the youth with a model of work-related

11
behaviorthat'the youth'may'imitate and identify.with.

-
'

1-'
(

3: Referral Agent: ,Inithe course of the project,.youth may need
help or ,advice on a problem 'that is outside the scope of the

iswork experience,re1449bship. '

4. Co-worker: The supervisor or crew leader from time to time
k,

should work alongside the yo h. This serves to establish the
usefulness and dignity of1th tasks assigned. It also increase's

awareness of the problems y uth face as new and sometimes diff-
icult tasks'are tackldd.

ailpf, ' 17' t

5. Boss and Evaluator:' Youth -will,have to learn to cope with
thq demands of a boss. They must learn to follow directions,
show responsibility, relate to authority, add submit their s

A s work for evaluation.

The superviiors or crew leaders thus have difficult jobs: they must
sdlect those tasks for youth' that will at the sane time serve the'project
.objectives and also further the youth's learning; they have to teach the
youth what must be known in order to accomplish the tasks; they must assist
the youth attempting new and unfamiliar-tasks4 they must evaluate the youtt.'17
efforts and be prepared to those portions,of the tasks that were
not performed up,to expectation. All of which means that they must know

, what level of skill and-knowledge is required to complete thetask, as
dwell as whether or not the youth have the requisite skills and knowledge.
They must also consider the relevancy of the task to both the objectives
of youth development and to the goals of the project.

Youth in work experience projects will relate better to craftsmen'
skilled in the particular area of work than to_teachers,counselors or
general supervisors. Minority youngsterb find it valuable' to work with
craftsmen of their own racial or ethnic groups.

There are some marked differences between urban and rural projects.
Where work sites are widely dispersed, as in rural areas, the problem of
dealing with work experience sites is much more- difficult. Efforts should
be made to bring together work site supervisors as a group from time to time
to discuss common problems. When distance is coupled with-few work
experience opportunities, then a sizeable portion of the project's money
must go into transportation. If-the money needed for transpditation means
that the project has no money for hiring other staff, it might be possible
to consolidate the work sites so that less time is spent getting the youth
to them and so that there /111 be-funds for other services. ,

1 LA
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Some projects have been successful in using volunteers. to provide trans-
portation. Others Iwo% Worked out arrangements with school authorities
.to use School buses and drivers on off hours.

PRQJECT ELEMENTS

Within, the Prime Sponsore legislative mandate, two major goals must
-fie met: 1) the needs of youth,2)the needs of communities. In planning

. to,neet these goals many elements must be considered by project planners.
Different-projects give varying degrees of emphasis to each goal and to
the elements which go into meeting each goal, For example, it has teen
suggested that work prOjects should include the promotion .of good work.
habits, should. benefit the public, provide skills training, and should
yield some viable or tangible results within a short time ?Or worker
satisfaction (66). Other suggestions involve these and other elements
such as life skills training, eNtensive support services, career information,
Counseling and formal education (116). The tendency in the field is for
the adding on to work experience projects of auxiliary servicw and elements.
The differences ambng projects 'most often occur around which elements to
include and how much of each element to be proVided. Work experience by
itself does nb seem to be sufficient to achieve the goal's.

The Ultimate goal for all projects should be to help start each
youth on the way to achieving his or her highest potential is a satisfying
work experience. For the short run, each project operator should determine -

objectives on the basis of youths' characteristids and needs', project
reSatirces,'and community circumstances. The project should permit youth

4 to have access to the services they require, either from the project or
from other procrams'in the community. Although legislations regulations
and guidelines provide a framework"for activity, there is wide latitude
for local innovations.

ISIork experience' should lead youth toward the mastery of basic skills
in as where it is possible to leard higher skills and where they can be
rea§onable competitve for future employment. Each enrollee ought to
have a vocational plan with possibilities for upward mobility nponiompletLA-1
of the project. The project staff should examine the job market to see
if the work experience offers future employment potential.

While work experience projects -are geared to the public sector or
to non-profit organizations, there 645r be opportunities to establish or
conneatl ith private businesa- and industry.

Th ''decision on which project components are needed must be based
on proSeCt goals and be related to (1) a thorough understanding of each
component, (2) an evaluation of enrollee needs and community_ conditions;
and .(3)' the availability of staff and other.resources. The general idea
is that each project should see that all cOmponehts are accessible to the ,

project, and that enrollees receive these services according to individual
needs. A

-Y

The project design linking the components should be broad enough"to
serve a diverse population. It must provide activities for the very able
yo h simultaneously with those who may, yequire spebial training or super-

on.
4
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the project elements which support work experience and which
onsideredfor inclusion are: ;

ks,

. OutreaChi recruitment, and selection

. Evaluationpfyouths' abili4es and desires

. Orientation, and assignment tb appYopriata work sites
'. Training -- classroom, on,the job, etc.
.-Counseling - job related . .

. Remediation -tutol-ing, GED

. Education - ciedit for work experience
SUPportive services - medical, legal, child care, transportation
Job 'development, and placement

Evaluation ..

O

How these elements impinge upon work experience will be reflected in
the farm and direction work experience is given, and how much consideration
is givdit too the careful" structuring of work experience. The following
points, should be make clear to youth:

-1. What must be done? The tasks should be'clearly specified
so that youth can (understand the objectives toward which
_they are working.

2.' How mustit.be-done? The procedures cor completing the task
should be specified, including the range of acceptable .

initiative that may be used in completing each step of the
process.

Ame"'"..#
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What equipment or. materials are needed to complete
Youth should knoW what. materials, supplies, tools,
yin: be needed to complete each task. They
knew how to use, them, how to care for Utz ; haw
them.

4 . Mast' level of performance is expected? Expectations must be
clear so that youth have a realistic idea of what usuccestu
is. This is important if youth are to learn how to evaluate
their own work as they proceed.

the task?
etc:,
also

to- obtain

. .

5. How muchtime is appropriate for the completion of the task?
This js another 'dimension of project or task expectations
that youth should be clear about.

,

6.-How much help or direction mai the youth expect while working
on an assigned task? Yquth should have an accurate picture
of the availability of people and resources which can be
utilized if needed.

7. What is the relationship of this particular task, to the
overall project? How much priority does this task h ve

r over the other. demands that may be made? Yob.th shou3. be
helped to .understand the ,value and priority of the tas
relation to other tasks and to the project as a whol .

If these questions can be answered satisfactorily, there is an excellent
chance for thezwork experience project to succeed, for, it will mean' that
project administration and. line staff have an adequate ,grasp of what must
be done and an understafding of how it should be done.

Two .elements of work experience projects generally do not receive the
attention they should, namely job development and evaluation. No matter
how successful the actual work experi4nce is, no Matter how skilled the
Youth become, no matter how sq.tisfied everyone seems to be, if.youth can't
got jobs ox if the success cannot be -coctmiented for other projects, then
the project remains incomplete.

If the purpose of work experience projects is to make youth.'employable
and, preferrably, to get ilehesi jobs, then it is incumbent ixponPrime 'Sponsors
and project operators to devote some time and resources to. job development
activities. f.

4Obtaining regular full-time jobs on completion of the work experience
project will be a major criterion for judging the success of the youth_
projects. Return to school or entry into furtlier training by youth may be
considered only as partial success. Job develdPrent,. therefore, an
'important element 'of a good project. If youth know that there is a good
chance of getting jObs at the end of the,project, they will,be More involved
in the work experience and the entire project will be .enhanced..

*
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Job development should begin before the first enters the
project and should continue through alltthe phases of the projectts
activities. It is too late to start job development activities wheq

youth are ready to leave the project. - .
, ..1.

t

O

An effective project should have-a reasonablt clear picture-of the
kinds of jobs it expects its graduates to get. Thework experience areas .,

and sites shcalld be structured so that they will be relevant' to avelilable. ,"
employment opportunities. Job development.should be made part of the
orientation of all staff members. Counselors, teachers, administrators,

F4d1Others should be encouraged to foster the skill's, and abilities heeded
bnireghlar jobs.

Similarly, the demand is increasing for reliable and valid information
aboUtthe operation of yoUth employment projects by program hinder, and
administrators. Those who, provide the support need reliable data in order
to decide which projects deserve continued support and which projects can
be lieplfcated. Administrators need the data to operate their projects
efficiently and to determine whether goals are being met. Nothing-can be
accomplished without'somezcompilation of data (66).

-.Administrators and` fullders are interested in the same kiwis of
information:

.-How many youth are served ?. --

. Does the project serve those youth for whom it was intended?

. Is the work experience proceeding as planned?

. What is the cost of thq project and the costs of each element
or phase? , 4s* ,

.

. What is tie impact of the project on the youth and the
community?

Project administrators can use such information to revise and adjust
the operation of their projects. There will never be enoughfunds avapabl-
to support every worthwhfleaubject: Since competition for funds will
become silffer, itdministrators will find it necessary to increase the
quantity; and quality df the data they, collect in order to justify refunding.
Ibis ned. for more data does not mean that qualitative techniques are to
be abandoned, bat -rather'that they must be strengthened and supplemented.

Systematic data collection makes certain demands on the service
component and on the project staff. Many progrags hire evaluation specii1-
ists or engage consultants to plan and implement an evaluation system (53).
Although the administrators and evaluation specialists are concerned with .

the sere end -- an effective and .efficient project -- they often prodeed
on different assumptions, values, and modes of op6ration. If there is a
lack of understanding'among them, especially as seined to project
priorities, then the operation, impact, or both will suffer. The

evaluation proceseentt yield reliable and valid data: without excessively'
interfering with the operation of the work experience project (111).
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In designing work experience projects, it is important to understand
the consequence 6fchoosing one type of evaluation activity *Over another.
The choice can affect'tAe me ds employed to collect data which, in turn,
can affect the administration o the project and the ultimate use of the
data (4)

The process of evaluation in a, work experience protect will involve

the enactment of a series of well-defined actpities and different
-activities will predominate at different stags of program' development.

The'aativities include: e

1) Assessing the need. Determining if such a project is needed by
the community.

.2) Defining the goals to be assessed in specific terms.

3) Defining the research questions. Deciding which aspects Of the
prOject are to be studied.

.

. -

.-'

4) Determining the specific variables. Defining: the variables:,
- i

S.,
,7) 'Desigping a model to collect the data yhich answers the following

questions:

. When will data be collected?

. What sources of data will be used?

. Who will- collect the data?

. How will data be collected?

. 'How will data be processed?

. Haw will data be used?
% What methods of analysis will be used?
. What is the cost of the evaluation?

6) Implementing the evaluation which would include;

. designing data forms

.-designing data processing systems
training staff
performing a,pilot study and revising forms

. implementing the evaluation

7) heporting results to decision-mt ikeis who need information.

8) Using data as a.source for new projects.
r

There are many methodological problems associated with the evaluation
of work experience prograds. Among these are :' the defipition of work
experience objectives and their translation into observable categories;
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the identifiCatiOn and control of extraneous variables which contaminate

..tie relationship between activities and outcomes; and the relative weight

o influence of each element in a work experience projeet on outcomes.

'CONCLUSION
-

While all work experience projects are different in many ways, almost
all of them include orientation and traini9F in three basic areas:

1) Communication Skills - The'development and itipprovement of speaking

and writing skills and related math;
A, A 36'

?4 Work-related Skills -.Working with others, .taking orders, reduction

of absences and. lateness, appropriate dress;

3) Technical Skills - The basic care and use of tools, machinery,
-equipment, materials, and supplies.

In summary, a well- designed work experience project pays attention to'

detail. The needsrof the youth'and the needs of community are rarely

identical and must be clearly delineated. 'Focusing:an Rroviding the best

possible experience for youth and the best: possible service?or the
community and finding areas in which both can be achieved, will make for a

quality project.

Projects should reinfotke the goaleof the youth within the context
of local conditions. The line of least resistance--to take anyaserysice

area, assign youth to it, and then determine what the project's goals are- -

should be avoided. The checklist which follows. may help remind Prine
Sponsors and Project Operators of some of the important questions which
need to be asked. Answers should be as specific as possible.



Checklist fo; Work Experience Projects

1. Does the project meet an identified community need?

2.' Is the work eiperiehee appropiate for the age 'and sex of the youth?

3. Is superyision providedbyllighly'skilled workersie

4. Are supportive services available to those
.1

kouth who need.tivra

5. Does the work experience teach real skills?

6. Does the prpject provide a variety of work experiences?

7. Are the necessary supplies and equipment readily available?
,

8. Are youth paid on time-

9. Das the work experience prOlde appropriate degas of challenge -

and responsbility ?-

10. Is the project f lexible enough to provide for individual:differences -
in skill and ability?

11. How cost effective is the project?

12. Will the project provide access -'to regular jobs, edification, and/or

training?

t

,
.

The descriptions of projects which follow are meant to lie used. as '

guides for Prime Sponso/rs and program operators, to stimulate their thiliking,

`and to present some approaches which they may not have thought. of. We

strongly recommend that no attempt be made to replicate these projects as

they stand since local political, social, and economic factors will differ. .

.
Adaptations will have to be made tqtake cognizance Of these local factors;

,

.
.

.



HOUSING

Housing construction, renovation, repair, and maintenance projects haVe
proliferated throughout the country, in both urban and rural areas. The .

emphasis onenergy conservation has also led to a host of projects en-
.giged in. insulating and winterizing homes. There has been a movement
to revitalize our inner cities basically by providing decent housing to
by income residents. This has led to a4good deal of renovation pi
condemned or abandoned buildings. The creation. of temporary and emer-

gency shelters for people in crisis is also being'accomplished.

In the past 20 years, population.Shifts and shifts in industrial and.
commercial enterprises have altered the traditl.onal patterns of urban
life. Despite these shifts, we remain an urban-centered nation; the
suburbs have Grown as our cities experience a decline. Business enter-
prises have tended to followithe population shifts t9 the new communities.

The costs of maintaining and inct asing services for those who remain in
cities have soared because of inflation and a declining tax base. Those
Who have remained--the elderly, minorities, and low-income families and
individu4s-=have found themselves in a double'bind.

0 _

Between March 1975 and March 1976,. U.S. Metropolitan areas lost nearly'

400,000 people through outmi gration. Central city areas suitained.a

net loss of almost 2'million people during the,same-period. With the
shifting_ of jobs from cities to suburbs, the uaeleployment rates in cities
gas risen dramatically.

The provision of equate.,- afford eble housing. is one way to begin to
reverse these trendst The annual housing survey in 37975 pointed out that:

2.3 millibn U.S. households had no
bathroom or share a bath-with another household;

Between 400 and 900 thousand units have plumbing
facilities.that break down feequently;

4 5 m-i n n ionhouseholds live in units with leaky. roofs;

1.4 'million have an Incomplete or shared kitchen;

3.6 million households lived in overcrowded housing.

The cost of housing also burdens many American households:
. -

245 of homeownerts (or§ lion) with mortgages had
housing costs requiring more thin'255 of their income;

An unprecedented 44.Wof renters (or 10.5million) lad
rent income ratios of 255 or gore in 1975, almost 605 of
;American families could-not afford to buy the median
priced hew home.
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The underlying theme of current projects is that society and the com-
munity are seen as "housers" of the last resort: Abanddnment of housing,

especially in our inner cities, has resulted in making local and Federal
governments two of the largest landlords in the country. Housing is one ,

of the essential needs of all people, and as such attracts a good deal

of attention. Projects in this area are highly visible, the community
can see tangible proof of a return on its investment. On the other hand,

costs of repairing and maintaining housing have risen sharply at the

same time that tax revenues are declining, making projects more expensive
than originally contemplated.

tne of the-greatest areas of energy waste is in the heating of homes
and buildings, which accounts for 25 percent of all.the energy used in
this country. Many buildings and homes are inadequately weatherized.
For a family living in an uninsulated house, home improvements can save
"up to 50 percent of their energy costs at the same time they are conserv-
ing a scarce resource.

Youth projects focused on renovation, repair, and weatherization of
houSing are labor intensive and require equipment, tools, supplies,
specialized clothing, and transportation services, some of.whiichean be

supplied by the sponsoring agencies, bUt program operators should be
prepared to meet some of these costs. Sgme.of the services may produce
enough revenue tjbe self-sustaining or to cover some of the equipment,,
costs. In addition to CETA funds, many other" potential sources of sup-

port exist including: the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
the Environmental Protection Agency, the Community Services Administration,
local real estate boards, Public Works, unions, etc.

It is'necessary to involve all organizations and agencies in the planning
and implementation of these projects. Unions, in particular, need to be

involved or at least agree not to oppose the projects. Unemployment in

the building trades is high, and it is important that projects not be
lookedton as taking jobs away from.UnempIoyed journeymen. Project

.operators should contact their local Building Trades Council officials
and assure them that the youth will not be taking jobs away from Union
members since the clientele are too poor to havi the work done by the
he repair industry. .Wherever possible,, projects should hire unemplayM
union members for supervisory positions and work through the union to

hire them:

dr-
If work is done on renter-occupied units (as opposed to private.hOmes),
agreements. with the landlords` should be-sought so that rents will tot

be raised forte improved property. It is possible to get landlords
. to actually reduce rents bar j value of the materials put into the

dWellings.

An increasing number of states have enacted laws requiring the registra-
'tion and, licensing of, companies in .the home improvement business.

Project operators should check with their State's Attorney General or
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the County or City Attorney to make sure that their projects will not be
in violation of the law, and to obtain an official exemption from such
regulation.

If the Project involves .a loan fund of any kind, check the applicable
"Truth-in-Lending" laws:

IL.

It is imperative that projects have liability insurance Ito cover the
crews working on buildings. Lower rates on liability insurance can
be obtained by joining with other projects to purchase state vide
policies. /

Crew chiefi and supervisors shout be) experts (journeymen) in one or
more of the skilled construction trades. They should beselected on the
basis of their' knowledge and sk

Jl

1, and their abilities to teach, train
and guide young people'. .

Orientation and training mil ;roe required for the youth in safety,
first aid, Ilse And mainten e of tools and equipment, and speciftc
skills and knoWledge. A c ination of classroom ana on-the-job train-
ing will probably prove mo productive. Program operators and sponsors
should consider the possi lity of using-the resources of local voca-
tional or technical sphoo s for development of curricula, teaching
and training, and super sion. Information should be provided on
refated jobs and train' opportunities so that youth can begin to
make career decisions.

As noted earlier, thes
if improperly conducte
inhibit or enhance po

cognizant of these co
licenses, permits,,
essential ingredient
to be worked on.,

house or building b
judgments about wha
climate in your are
cosSt of materials

be a hi6 level of
before a PreV-Ps as
delivered to the wo
Bo assigned in the
should meet governm,
insulating material
improperly handled.

Experience hasvbeel

basis does not nec
a c tral point to
ist ative pfoblenS

kinds of projects could become extremely costly
. Local economic Conditions could either
ibilities for succeseand operators should be

ditions. Care should be taken that all necessary
rother official permission can be obtained. The
r a project is a plan for each house or building
plan should be based on a site'visit to the
omeone who has the knowledge to make accurate
as to be done, and includes consideration of the
the costs of different types of energy, the
labor, and structural limitations. There shouln
f capability in order to cost out each job

order materials and make sure they are
site at the appropriate time so that workcrews cqn
t efficient manner. All materials pufchased
standards of safety and effectiveness. Certain

an create health hazards if carelessly or

hat the .ourchase of materials on an area-wide

arily reduce costs since their transportation from
e program areas may be costly and cause dadmin-

f *getting them to the job sites on tine; There

9
34$

' I.
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also appears to be more community support When materials are purchased
from local dealers who will often give substantial discounts.

Once a project has been.completed it is important. to make provisions
for ongoing maintenance( so that the work done does not deteriorate-

because of lack of care.

Experience has shown that every program*opeiator will encounter a
number of problems; which if not resolved at the outset of the project,

could be detrimental to the project later on

In summary, these projects are highly visible 'and provide facilities

and services to low-income residents and to other groups such as the
handicapped. Benefits also, accrue to local, housing authorities and to
the community's tax base._ Emergency shelters and temporary housing can
benefit, people- undergoing various kinds of crises. And, in our pre-

occupation with energy, such projects can help raise the energy-conscious-,
ness of people.

Youth engaged in these projects can develop real, marketable skills.
The projects are ideal as apprenticeship or pre-apprenticeship prOgranii
and could lead to well-paying jobs.

e
The project descriptions whit follow are meant to help program operators
and prime sponsors identify potential projects which they may adapt to
local conditions.and to stimulate their thinking to develop more

innovative projects. Many of these projects involved adults, not youth,
but Can be adapted to meet youth's needs and abilities.

1.

ilEaRepe
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Finn Creek On Air Museum (Minnesota) (67; pp. 145-148)

This project. entailed restoration'and_refurbishing of a pre .r1900
homestead to serve asa museum, tourist attraction and cultural /_
educational/recreational center.

..0

_

There is ample localtsupport since the residents are interested in
,preserving their cultural heritage and at the same time have a need
to establish local poifits of interest to support a very impOrtant-,

tourist industry. Four participants provided labor for the project
which included carpentry tasks, gardening,, pasture maintenance, fencing
and wa erway maintenance. Construction activity included restoration
o th house, two saunas, log barns,.hay Sheds, a summer kitchen, and
a ary

j

e participants chosen to work on the project received on-
the job t gin carpentry skills and were given considerable
freedom to try heir own idess_in solving constructiOn'or renovation
problems._ The occupational skills-needed for this project include

printing

life and land management, stone masonry, farming,
printing and journalism, lumberjacking, tifber cruising, and wood working.

Due to time limitations on project funding the director preferred to
_look for participants with somelcarpentry experience before hiring-the
unskilled:

A variety of private financial and community support was developed to
purchase materials for the project. Other resourdeayere-cbntributed
by the local Chamber of Commerce and the local Conservation Club.

. Restoration information was supplied by the County Historical Society.
Future Farmers Of America and vocational education classes from the
local school syitem helped by planting trees. The county government is

conaiteV.ng an allocation of funds to, construct an adequate well on the
property., the local newspapers provided free publicity for the= project
and a program called "Green Thumb" supplied retiredfarniers work on °

the property..-The local chapter of N.O.W. helped by purchasing and
planting /loiters in the gardens also there are local college_ students,

who have volunteered to help. Ole prime sponsor has cooperated in
financing the services of a caretaker for the property. Supervision
for the project was supplied primarily by-the director.

The 'museum will provide recreational facilities for local residents,
school children and tourists. It will also serve as an open classroom
for teaching young people about their own cultural heritage.'

Paint,knd Repair (Baltimore) (30, Iv p. 11)

Sixteen participants provided maintenance of city buildings,'including
painting, preventive maintenance of climate control systets, minor
carpentry, Oambing, electrical repair'; building renovation, and installa-
tion of electrical and plumbing equipment. They also construgted kkosks,
booths, and stands for an art festival, andiyabricatidn, painting and
installation of gangplanks for Operation Sail. Partibipants learned
basic construction and maintenance skilk.

e.

20

a
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Winterization (Union County, New Jersey) (670-pp4225-28)_ 4

4 '

Tirenty-four - twenty-eightputicipsnts Will wintprize about 150

N ,Homes of low-Income families or the.aged. Participants work under

five subcontractors in .dif.Terent sections of the County and receive

_six mbnths.of classroom and on-the-job training in light construction
and home repair skills. ;The classroom instruction covers light con-
struction and home repair skills as well as such topics as use.and

care of band and power tools, heating systems, and ;Tactical pluMbing.

' For the OJT component one home will be selected and used for training

purposes. The entire program is a combination OiNswieral-sUbprograss

linked...together.' The cooperation and coordination of community and
governmental groups lends itself to fulfilling a real need (energy_
conservation) while teaching skills and givingyork experience to

unemployed persons.

° A

J

Home Repair Project (Portland, Oregon) (116, pp. 114 -15) .

JoArneymen are hired to supervise work crews of 5-6 youth each, recruited
from local high schools, out-of-school youth, and work release programs.
The crews repair the homes of lowrincome residents who are eligible,for

.federally-sponsored low-interest Ibans. Projectaims at school retention,

provision of york experience and skill training,40nd.transitory
perMhnent employment. Thirty-forty hours of classroom pre-apprentice7

;ship training is provided in safety., first-aid4 basic tool use,and

co carpentry techniques. Project provides innovative recruitment source
of mitorityipanpawer for apprenticeship programs. Union support is ob-

tained through participation in program planning.and orientation sessions.t

414Laor,Tiling (Baltimore) (30, IV pp. 13-14)

Six particles:its, living in a housing /project, installed tile n over

1,000 apqrtments. Participants got tbitee weeks orclassroom ang. on -the-

job traiiing. Residents pleased with the results. A high visi'bilit'y

prOject inyolving a'self-help( oncept.
.

Residential Rehabilitation (Santa Cruz, Calif.) (101, pp. 51-62)

This is a proposed project to rehabilitate the central business districts

'of cities. It is proposed that citiesof ,000 to 50,000 persons having

dildpidated areas would benefit most frOm this-idea. In effect, the

progrma:iould rehabilitate' old homes, structures and revitalize

abandoned, dilapidated, substandard neighborhoods. The aims of the

project are to k exi oosts down Ind = provide employment opportunities'

for craftsmen And skilled, 'semi -sk d and unskilled workers.

The latter would be mainly unempl ea.youth whowould be trained through

the formation of an urban jobs c ps program. The planners of this

proposal note that restoration projects improperly handled can be very

costly. _Contacts and,linkages with trade and labor unions, industrial
- .
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arts professionals, retired building and civic minded individuals

should be established. Concerned citizens willing to promote the

program should be located and several committees shoulebe formed to
plan, implement, and oversee the progress of the project.

AB-

Emergency Rome Repair (Portland, Oregon) (4, pp. 32-37)

A program for both in-school and'out-of7school youth who drop in to
V----440"oneof.four Youth Service and Career Training Centers.

Participants' are divided into four, 14-member crews composed of one
crew leader who is a journeyman carpenter, one apprentice carpenter and
12 youths. The crews work, ons1gple repairs, winterization and in/some-

cases major renovation of substandard homes. Electrical and pluibing

repairs are not done by the youths.

The project was designed to provide paid training for youth, ap to

provide.hone repair services to the elderly or disadvantaged pe sons
eligible for federally sponsored low interest home repair loans.

One year of paid training -in carpentry ,and home renovation is provided

to the youth. One-hundred and twenty in-school and out -of- school

youths have received on-the-job training in restorationlbarpentry and
light construction skills. Provisions are made for channeling the

youth into unsubsidized employment. In-school youth work 20 hours a
week and out-of-school youth work up to 40 hours a week.

The youth centers were established in neighborhoods with high unemploy-
ment and drop-out rates, and large poverty andAinority populations to

assist youth with a variety of employment, training, education and .
service problems. Youth are referredAy work experience coordinators
in the schools, youth service centers,-and a court diversion program.
A pre-apprenticeship program requires 30 - 40 hours_of classroom
instruction in safety,.firat.aid, basic tool use and carpentry.

These classes are taught by the journeyman carpenter/crew leaders, who
are also certified vocational instructors. The youths receive-ap-

prenticeship credits. 'There is heavy reliance on linkages with

building trades unions and employers. One contractors', group was

involved in the development of the project, weviding techhical support
in the training and operation of the program, assisting youths in
gaining entry into apprenticeships, and develoPing enplokment and
training, positions within their own membership. Since the start of
;the/program there-has been Considerable expansion, but not without

certain problems.
.

For.example, to overcome high dropout rates among`minority youth, a
campaign was started which featured the expansion and beefing up of all

outreach, training and supportive, services. Another problem was high



turnover rates among in-school participants which left cnexleaderd.
continually retraining new youth at the expense of providing more

sophisticated training td other participants. Steps were taken to
ensura that all enrollees -remained on the project for one year
incluling recruiting them during the summer months for the following

school year. The'dverall project is seen%as a good base plan to meet
the diverse ngeds of an area's young and-old populations. To date,
55 homes have been renovated with almost 100 percent satisfaction
of the home owners.

Recreation Center Paint and Repair Project (Baltimore) (30, IV.pp. 34-35)

Participants made minor repairs and painted the interior and, exterior
of 44, recreation centers. Tasks included painting backboards., goals,

benches, and relining basketball courts. Theyalso painted a community
swimming-pool and several wading pools.

'44 Orleans County Council of Social Agencies (Vermont) (60, pp.10-11)

Participants constSuct hones for low-income families on vacant land
purchased with federal funds. They also operate a sawmill which
harvests, processes, and finishes lumber to provide fuel and building
materials to disadvantaged residents at law-costs. Goad project for
rural areas. Can be adapted, for urban and suburban arqss.

Rural Pierce County Emergency Housing (Pierce County,- Washington)

(67, pp. 49-52) .

This project is part of a larger project to establish emergency ,

facilities for law-income faMilies in need of immediate, temporary
housing. Permission was obtained to develop and utilize a county -

owned residence for use as an emergency shelter for persons in need
because of fires, child-abuse, abandonmentajomestic disputes, sexual
assault, evictions, and other crises ei:peAllinced low-income persons

and families. Rehabilitation and remodeling lierelneeded to make ,s;
building a safe and adequae shelter. ICETA funds were used to
workers to make. the necessary renovations.

Working under the supervision of the Community Action Agency, six youth
workers landscaped the yard and helped remodel and furnish the home.
Wages for the six youth` veered by GETA Title III funds. =A-Title Vi
supported two adult workers to work with a volunteer architect and
,contractor and to be responsible for supervising the youth workers.
--The youths acquired general work experience add skills in using tools
and immobilizing community resources. Youths were provided counseling
and other support services. Funds for transportation were allocated
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as well as for training and orientation. Thlirgram provided special
services to the koutkt through linkages with unions and was able

to refer participants to appropriate apprenticeship councils. There I

are union-sponsored evening classes designed to help those participants

who wished to,qualify for the apprenticeship tests.

Housing Winterization (Anne Arundel County, Maryland) (30, IV p. 14)

A total.of'21 participants installed insulation in the homes of low-
income elderly. Eighty-four homes were winterized at a total cost of.

$11,000 for materials. Callunity Services Administration provided a

grant for the materials. Skill training was provided by several agencies

and manUfaCturers. Good collaboration among different agencies.
1

Advocapt. Inc.6:Consin) (66, pp. 20-21)

This projeCt, is based on the supported work concept and offered dis-
advantaged and former mental patients a job and the, opportunity to make
_good in it, as well as a chance to gain permanent employment.) The aim
was to1aeet-bertainlcv-income community needs while provididg a real
work situation.., Participants performed basic maintenance tasks and

made minor repairs, and. houses were winterized including installation of
weather stripping, repair df storm windows, and sealing of drafty
windows.. Structural rehabilitation work was also done such as repairing

steps, parches and roofs, and plastering and painting. The project also

maintained other work situations in which some participants did
furniture refinishing and some worked in a clerical pool. Funding for

the project comes from many sources and the project itself is run by a
community group.' One,problem was that participants had t6 leave the
program at the project's end whether they had jobs or not. The project

is one,that is wo by of replicating in law-income and economically
disaavaqtaged'are

4

Weatherizati outh Dakota) (67, pp. 61-64)

Eleyen participants provide'basic low -cost improvements to homes of

283 low-income residents to make homes more energy efficient. Working

in crews, tHillparticipants-repair foundations, caulk cracks, install
storm.windowlf-tuld doors, insulate attics and walls,'and perform other
basic energy-saving repairs.. an funds pay the salaries of paz icipants,
and materials and suppliesIlre paid for by the Community Services

Administration. This linkage has proved beneficial to the home otaners
afid the community in general, In addition to the financial savings to
home owners, broader community benefits yill be gained as other home

owners and commercial industry are influenced to.take part in energy
conservation.



HEALTH

In recent,gears, one of the major trends in'the health care field has
been the dramatic increase in both private and public spending for
health. In 1976, Federal outlays on health activities exceeded $42
billion* Bysfar the largest share of this expenditure has occurred in
payments to'Medicare and Medicaid, which were established by the Social
Security Amendments of 1965 and which, today, finance a significant
Share of all health care delivered in this'country. Medicare helps
meet the medical costs of more than 13 million agedPand disable
citizens, while Medicaid expenditures help finance the health c

26 million low-income Americans.

Other new and innovative programs are supplementing and broadening the
services financed by Medicare and Medicaid including the Health
Maintenance Organization Service established in l973, which provideS

comprehensive health care services on a prepaid basis and the Ethergency
Medical Services Systems Act of 1973, which provides financial support
and technical assistance for the developuent of better emergency medical
services. Still other programs are directed at groups with special
problems=-at those who lack adequate health insurance coverage; at
people who want and need family planning services; at migrant and
seasonal farmorkers and their families; at motheis and children who
have a special need for preventive care; and at the chronically ill and
aging, whose illnesses are the most devastating of all. These "outreach"
programs as they are often'called are backed up by still other programs

aiming at ailments such as cancer, heart disease, alcoholism and drug
abuse, mental health, communicable diseases, and environmental health.

I
Demand for health services is increasing on a nationwide basis--much of
it due to new services available for the first time because of tech-
nological progress.. However, the costs of health care are rising
rapidly which affects the poor who havp the greatest health care needs.

Low-income groups suffer disproportionately from diseases, which are

well within our powers to prevent or cure, and have less access to

doctors and hospitals. Concern about this situation is growiing as the
country moves closer to some form of national health insurance. By
ippinvittg preventive measures, part of the health care burden now
carried by physicians and hospitals scan be relieved, and if national
health care,does become a reality, methods must be found,to deliver it.

A recent radio newscast reported that more than 300,000 people in Chicago
had been screened for hypertension. The report noted that there was a
significant decrease in strokes and heart attacks and that the percentage

of people with hypertension bad decreased markedly and the number of
controll4d hypertension cases had increased. Youth can readily be
trained to staff hypertension 17egillng projects, as well as other
health - related projects.



Projects in the health tirea are labor intensive and require close
supervision fromprofesiionals such as physitianso'nurses, nutritionists,

' and psYchologists,'Beforestarting.on a health project, program
planners should have a hard estimate'as to the numbers of people who
would need the service to be provided. Involving youth'in a health
survey to determine tliesepumbers would be an appropriate project

leading to other direct service projects. The need for supplies and

equipment should be determined in advance and their'abquisition
accomplished before youth are recruited.

Local, state and Federal health agencies can be called on to provide
partial funding for certain activities andcertain equipment. Private

agencies, such as the Red Cross and Cancer Care, can be asked to supply
some of the training, equipment, 'coundeling, and even personnel. Addi-
tioaal sources of funds could include departments of social services
and various organizations devoted to the handicapped.

Many linkages with other agencies will have to be made. Probably the

most important would be the local medical associations-and'hospitals
which give projects an official stamp of approval. Early participation

in the plaiting is recommended for agencies and organizations having .

vested interests in the projects/ scope of work such as: civil service

organizations, unions,-professional associations, local health clinics,

and community social agencies. The clear definition of agencies/ roles
could prevent problems from occurring later on. Community links need

to be established so that people will knOw about the services tO" be

'provided by the prOjsg. The use of mass media to publicize it should
I be .considered.

Supervisors or crew leaders id:health projects should be qualified
practitioners who can teach, train, and guide youth. Orientation, and.

training will vary, depending on the type of project, from minimal to
very extensive. However, the importance oetraining in the health field
must be stressed here. Since project,participants may be dealing with
people whoare ill or potentially ill, they must be prepared to deal

with emergencies appropriately. Such prepration includes peripheral
bUt related content such as knowledge of vital signs and symptoms,
first aid and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR). It also can help
expand the project into other areas at 4,1ater time or provide op- '

portunitieS for youth in the regular labor market.,

Arty project in the health field is gOing to run into some resistance
from those already in positions of power as vell_as from rules and
regulations which abound in great'aumbers. A,knowledge Of these rules
and regulations can pave a project many hours of delay; they include
state licensing requirements, union contracts, requirements of profes-

sional associations, civil service regulations, etc. It may also be
necessary to obtain some form. of liability insurance for the
participants, especially in states which do not have "good samaritan",

laws. Projects which. use vehicles of some kind need to allocate funds
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and manpower for their operation, repair, and maintenance. One of
the factors which participants will have to understand 4s, the disr.

continuous nature of occlipati nal structures in the health field,
especially if they intend to e a health occupittion a carebr.

The benefits to the community of th project are obviouslives
chn be saved, extended, and made more productive andless painful.
For youth, exposure to the health field can open up a wide range ot
future opportunities since there are some.300 separate occupationi
.listed uaderlhealth.

\

fi
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Public Health (Baltimore) (30, IV p. 16) ,)

Participants asfigned to health clinics where they made home visits,

performed telephone advocacy, and acted as links between cliegte and
clinics for services, 'senior it and venereal disease

control and treatment. Could lead to paraprofessional comtuniti, or

public health aides.

Cancer Outreach'Proiram for Women (Washoe County, Nevada)

(67, WI 15-128)

Five dutreach workers will be employed by the County Health Department.
They will attend a week-long training course designed to provide them
with a knowledge and understanding of the programs being promoted, and,
technique of effective public contact. The programs include cancer

screening, and supplementary food programs. Participants will conduct

a door-to-door canvas in selected areas to provide lalltrmation on the

county's cancer checkup services and about a supplementary fookl program
for law-income pregnant and lactating womerf and all children under five

years of age who need improved nutrition. Will attempt to inpress,

upon the residents the importance of cancer checkuPs, program eligibility
requirements, and procedures for obtaining checkups and medical treatment.
The door-to-canvas is expected to be more effective in reaching the

target population than media efforts.

People's Health Clinic (Sah Diego, Calif.) (104)

CETA pliticipants, mostly students, worked with health and legal profes-

sionals to help provide general medical services and appcial services

for women, including PAP smears and pregnancy tests. Also proVided
peer counselingl,outreach services and legal assistance.

Ir

Medical (Bronx, N.Y.) (64, pg. 106-108)

Thirty participants were employed as family health workers. They were

trained in an eight-week full-tike core program in health services,
basic health skills, zemediationi and health careers. 0n-the-job

training folio-141 for up to one year. Participants were disadvantaged

area residents who made home visits, dealt with social and environmental
problems, provided simple and routine medical services, and educated
families on preventive aspeetsiof healtir and hygiene: The aim of the

program was to open health careers to neighborhood people as fp_mily-
heaith workers, physicians' assistants, and in traditional health roles
such as laboratory technicians, medical records clerks, obstetrical
technicians, and inbalition therapists. Some problems were encountered
with civil service regulations, substandard wages and benefits, and the

discontinuous occupational structure in the health field.



Emergency Medical Technicien'Program (Chicago, Ill.) (148, p. 14)

Sumner program. .Young participants were trained in a,work-study
project for eight yea* as medical technicians. They attended. class

15 hours a week and worked 10 hours a week in city hospitals and
physical therapy centers. Those who qualified could take the State
examination for medical-technicians. (

Hypertension Screening (Gary, Indiana) (67, pp. 5-8)

Six participants employed by the Gary Health Depai'tment provide blood
pressure screening and detection services, medical,referrale, educational
programs, and-medical followup services at the nursing office of the

pepartment. Participan s received a 40-hour training course. Between

25 and 30 percent of ople screened in the firsttwo months showed,,

elevated blood press e. Project particularly suited to communities
with large black, !#4. a. ions since blacks evidence higher blood pressure .

rates than other. groups.

Venel4a1 Disease Prevention (Cincinnati, Ohio),(12, p.,19)

High school youth are. educated and trained in adolescent health problems,

especially pregnancy and venereal disease. They then perform peer '

counseling and provide instruction at schools, VD clinics, social

service agencies, etc. Highly replicablel

Bi -Lingual Interpreters Project (East Los Angeles,
,

Calif.)

(148, pp. 17-20)

Summer program. Forty hi-lingual AFDC youth set up interpreter
services at various clinics of a large medical center. They inter-
viewed patients, Bade appointments, and provided information concerning
hospital and social service forms. Interpreted patients' responses

to medical staff. So successful that the county established 55 per-

manent interpreter jobs in County hospitals.

Neighborhood Service Center (Bronx, N.Y.) (64, pp..108-109)'

) Thirty participants were employed as mental health aides in three walk -in

neighborhood mental health center. store fronts providing information
and referral services to clients on a wideirange,of individual, family-

and social problems. They also offered.direct services , made appoint-
ments, filled out forms and expedited client requests. Training
focused on skills in interviewing, expediting counseling and community

. organization. Attempts were made to implement a career ladder.
Initially it was difficult to attract area residents to a new job -aid

'.4
.
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ik a new field of work btk anti program gained acceptance applicants out-
1 numbered available job slots. 4Ndforms.1 credentials were required of
the participantsOselection was done through a group. screening process
during which j.he app/icants We0 obseryed by a panel of experts. The

process served a dual purpose-tthat of screening the applicants and
orienting them to the program.

ti

raining was intensive and continuous fodusing at fir &t cm the basic
Skills necessary for good job performance; i4ervieving, expediting,
counseling; and community work. All training was work-oriented, without
146gard for existing disciplinary lines within the mental health field.

Work Orientation Project (Washington, D.C.) (148, p. 13)

Summer program. 150 young participants received -work experience and
served as aides in hospitals and other hbalth facilities assisting in
admissions, food preparation, x-ray, and laboratory testing.

Mental Health Workers (New Yort,./i.Y.) (111)

Cme-hundred and sixty-nine participants were recruited, trained and
plaesd- in 21 different public and private mental health ager.4 in Hew
York City. Training consisted of formal accredited classroom'work uider
auspices of community colleges. and classroom and.onithe-job training
conducted by the agencies in which they were placed. A new career ladder
in the City's Civil Service system was established. Training was also

provided for agencies' istrators and supervisors. Trainees were
selected:in group inte ews after referral from Drool manpower agencies.

Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention
p

(Baltimore) (30, IV, p. 17)

Participants made nearly 2,000)aome visits, and participated in workshops,
seminars, meetings, and assemblies to educate parents and to refer
children t& appropriate medical facilities in cases of suspected or
potential lead poisoning. Cou],d lead t aprofessional health or
community aide jobs.

Bed Cross First Aid (Indi ) (67 pp. 77-80)

Thirty-six participants be trained ELM certified in advanced health
and safety techniques for delivery of emergency,. first aim during summer
months .at a major recreational Facility. They vill stallrfive first aid
shelters. In the fall and wintei. they will provide health and. safety

instructions in schools and lowrincome neighborhoods. The participants
will receive two weeks of inteaive first-aid instruction from the
Bed Cross. The training emphasIzes what to do in emergencies and how to
treat minor injuries. Special attentiohis focused on functional first



aieskills, including cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, basic land-
based water rescue, and orientation to the special dangers and safety
hazards of each of the areas in which the first aid shelters will be
located. Every staff member must successfully complete the training
and receive the Red4Cross advanced first aid certificate to remain
with the project. Team leaders will be selected from among the
participants based on their performance and leadership during training.
The team leaders will provide primary leadership at each first aid
shelter. A sixth roving team will provide emergency services else-
where in the 'area; dispense ecological conservation, and facility
information; distribute ecology bags, collect trash and litter, check
campsites for hazardous materials and report potential dangers to
conservation officers, as well as provide additional first aid;safety
and health instruction for campers, "sNchnmers boaters; and others
using the lake facilities. During the fall and winter months the

.first aid technicians will provide first aid training'in schools and
low-incamie neighborhoods; instruction will be in cardio-pulmoriary
resuscitation, first aid, health and safety. .

RAP Cadre Program (University of South Florida) (2, pp. 278-279)

The Counseling Center for Human Development at the University of South
Florida provided several programs involving students to assist in
such areas as: emergency. treatment of drug overdose; providing'
information on contraceptive devices, pregnancy tests, and abortion;
and counseling and assistance for "study release" students from state
prisbns. (There was a four-stage training program fot'partieipants
with each stage requiring more responsibility, knowledge, and experi-
ence, including job specific training and communications skills. The

peer counselors kept theCenter's professional staff informed as to
whether students' needs were being,met. Some of the difficulties
encountered included the overorganization of the program which limited

communication among members of different groups; differences in

Banality, language and appearance of mbers of different groups;
d th, participants' inclination to f 1 qualified to act as therapists.

Cleveland Emergency Medical Service System (Ohio) (67, pp. 1417144)

One-hundred and twenty participants were trained as emergency medical
technicians and hired to staff a new independent medical care service.

'The program maintains two separate facilities which are open.24 hours

a day, seven days a yeek. The training inaldded an initial'60-hour
coarse plus 50 hours of in-hospital clinical training. Emergency
Medical Technician Ambulance training (EMMA) was provided through the

State certification program. Additional training includes advanced
EMTA, heavy rescue, ambulance driving, cardio- pulmonary resuscitation,
vital signs, and through arrangements with state,' ocal and federal



agencies e was special training in water rescue,* extrication from'
cars ,buses and planes. All EMTAts are trained as cardio pulmonary
resuscitati (CPR) rescue workers, 80 are certified and some are-
preparing fir certification as training instructors.

The projec was originated to establish an independent emergency
medical c= e service. Prior to its creation, residents in need of
emergency dical care were transported by the police or fire departments.
The new se ee would upgrade and expand the medical care capabil of-.
the city d eliminate the need for police and firemen to respon to
emergency medical calls. The Program is a joint effort with linkages
to the Pu lic Health Service, the Department of Transportation, the

Greater Cleveland Hospital Association, the Academy of Medicine of
Cleveland, and general support from nearly all local medical authorities.

A



ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION -
p

Historically we can look back 4o the 1960s as the decade when the
United States and other countries saw public concern over pollution
and conservation undergo a transformation. The publication of
Rachael Carson's "Silent Spring," a series of pollution episodes
including major oil"spills, and heightened awareness of the dangers
to public health from pollution all cctributed to the risesof an
environmental movement.

Congress responded to the change with a series of strong new laws to
cope with pollution. Among them were the Clean.Air Amendmentb of 1970,
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, the Noise Pollution
Control Act, and the-Environmental Pesticides Control Act of 1972.

An important step also was taken in 1970 with the creation of the U.S.
Enviro? mental Protection Agency (EPA) to 'centralize Federal anti-

pollution efforts, until then dispersed among 15 departments and agencies%
EPA not only implements and enforces these new' lawitut also deals with
environmental problems such as solid waste, drinking water quality,
and environmental radiation.

The President's Council on Enviionmeatal QUality has estimated that
combined spending on pollution control will total about $275hillipn
in the decade ending in 1981. This means millions of new jobs` associ-

ated with the national commitment to a cleaner, healthier environment.

Industry is increasingly investing in pollution technology to meet the
requirements of Federal laws. The private outlay for such controls
including.maintenance and operating costs for air and water pollution,
radiation, solid waste, and land reclamation will total approximately
$210 billion in the decade ending in 1981.

4O

Projects in the environmental and conservation areas are quite varied.

The need for such projects has been amply documented in a host of
studies and reports. With the publicity and growing public awareness
of the need to conserve and develop our natural resources and to
protect people from environmental hazards, projects in these areas
seem to be generating a gpat deal of enthusiasm. Projects already
underway or in the planning stages include water conservation,kfish
hatcheries, shore line reclamation, litter removal and control, stream
and river protection and clearance, wildlife habitat improvement,
monitoring ra4iation hazards, timber stand improvement and reforesta-
tion, roadside improvement, soil erosion, nature trails, bikeways,
sanitary serifices,-solid waste disposal, pest control, safer use of
pesticides, monitoring air, noise, and water pollution, harvesting, and
manyothers.

2r)



.Most, if not all .of these projects are highly visible and labor

intensive., Many require little training and can be implemerited
quickly once the planning has been done, and can utilize the most
unskilled youth. However,*most of these projects require a certain
level of physical strength which should be taken into account when

recruiting and selecting youth.

While these projects lend thetselves best to rural and satrban
areas, adaptations can easily be made for urban, areas. Wherever -

located, adequate ning must be done. Careful design; engineeting,
and logistics are ,rired before youth can be put to work on these
Jcinds of projects. Some kind of survey will probably have to be done
at an early stage. For example, if/the project calls for thinning a
timber preserve, then those trees to be cut down must be identified
and marked; if the project involves the repair-or construction of,a
public recreational facility, then a potential user survey should
be done.

In addition to CETA'funds, many other sources are available including:
the Departments of Agriculture, Interior, and Housing and Urban
Development, State fish and game agencies1 Environmental Protection
Agency, Public Works, railroads, colleges, business and community
service groups, muniipal and state bond issues, local nature and
sport groups, and health and social agencies.

Linkages should be established and maintained with these and other
interested and concerned groups. Tools., machidery, transportation,
training, and supervision can be supplied*by them. They should, of

course bed brought into the planning process at the earliest possible,
time, and provision shbuld be made for coordinating their-activities.

Superiors or crew chiefs should be knowledgeable adults experienced
In the particular work and able to teach, train, and-guide.young
people. Ifa project is large and uses several crews of youth in
different locations, a senior supervisor may be needed to coordinate

and oversee all of:the crews:

Most of the training can take place on the job, but, depending on th'e
kind of project, more formal training might be required in one or
more of the folldwing areas:, basic Construction skills, the care and
use of tools, chain saws, and other machinery, safety and first aid
measures, use of insecticides and pesticides, survey techniques, use
of microscopes, forestry management, and conservation techniques.

Planners should be Aware of some of-the potential barriers to implement-

ing these projects: laps and regulations relating to the handling of
insecticides and.pesticides, the availability of costly equipment,
Permits and licenses which may be required, insurance coverage,
child labor lav4Telatinz to certain kinds of equipment and machinery,
and regulations relating to the sale of products turned Out by the
projects (such as fiewood).
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The benefits to communities QM such' projects are relatively ,obvious

and include: greater recreation opportunities, increased tourism,
conomic stimulation, protection of crops,' elimination of pests,
eater safety, modern public facilities, lbir-cost food, and a general
ising of the level of community pride.

Youth. benefit from exposure to constructive *outdoor activities, some

useftil _t.raining_r_and_the pride of helping improve their cd=uaities.

The horizon for environmental careers is vast and expanding. -The

restoration and protection of our environment will require an enormous
range of specialists, from wildlife attendants to sanitary engineers,
from operators of pollution control equipment. to soil ,conservationists.
The demand for various kinds of technicians, educators and researchers
in this field, for example, is expected to reach 1.5 mi.I.Itton in the
next year or two. Employment opportunities in the environmental field
are opening up 90,..enly in State and Fe-del governments but at the
city and county level, in private industry, and in research instituT
tions and laboratories.

4
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Cocheco River Cleanup '(sew Hampshire) (67, pp. 197-200) 1

VP.
A. project to improve the use of the Cocheco River by cleaning up 17
miles of. shoreline and seeding and grading the river banks. Basicall,
a summer Fogram,the project will be funded by CETA Titles I, III and
VI. Title I funds will be used, for training in the use of chain saws --
youth will be excluded from thc6.-training. Title III funds will be
used to employ summer youth enrollees (the number has not yet been
determined). Title VI funds will support 42 laborers and 5 crew super-
visors. The cleanup activities will include removal of debris and
litter, cutting and removal of bruth aneltrees, as well as-gradingend
seeding of the riverbanks. Fallen trees taken from the river will be,
traded for needed materials from lumber yards,

In addition to the cleanup Ativities; there will be an educational
campaign which will show area resi s the benefits of keeping the
river clean. The local newspaper eed to run a regular column
on the progress.

Cooperation from conservation groups from the beginning of the project
is necessary as is cooperation from community organizations, agencies
and epic groups. Becauseof the expense involved in obtaining the
needed equipnent, these groups niazi provide funding or donations.
Permits must be obtained from the landowners. The need to consult
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, work with the State Fishing
Authority, and the development of linkages with private groups and the
participating towns, means ,,a lead time of several months for the
necessary preparations to be made.'

Back River Cleanup (Baltimore County) (30, IV pp. 7-8)

Nine participants worked to remove 400 tons of debris and refuse from
the river basin and restore one and aihalf miles of shoreline to a
natural beach. The workers were trained to operatebackhoe loaders,
dump trucks, power cinches, chain saws, power hand tools and other such

equipment. -Often, use of,the equipment was limited by the inaccessible f

Mature of the snoreline and the river basin. It, was necessary at
t for the participants to work in swampy areas with unsure footiLd.
Th project provided a needed service which otherwise would not he sJi.:.n
done. The project involved the cooperation of other agencied)to
carry out related aspects of. the program: For example, the Department
of Sanitation conducted a community cleanup weekend siith a special
bulk item collection in order to alleviate illegal dumping of these
items along the shoreline, and the Department of PUblipl.Works prepared

'.diseernable,impact. It is,a.project that can be replicated in areas
with polluted or debris-strewn ponds, streams, lakes, rivers or other
small waterways..

project was d.short -run and labor intensive and had an immediate

.::..t

.

11

a study for installation of a homeowners' pit site ind:lorder to

provide a continuing disposalSacility for the BAck River area. The
ro
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LWoodsland Improvement (St. Lawrence County, New York) (67, pp. 105-107)

--Sixty=one persons were employed to thin and clean 1,000 acres of
timberland over a peridd of seven months, There are ten crews in
the field at all times, each.crew has'five laborers and one leader.
A forester and the crew leaders mark the trees to be removed or
treated. Required pruning or thinning tasks are then performed-by
the work strews. These activities include thinning pine plantations,
releasing natural and plantation pine, thinning.hardwood stands,
pruning red pine and white pine for quality sawlog production
and pruning white pine for blister rust protection.

kelled trees are cut into fuel logs which are sold to private
suppliers and homeowners on a bid basis. Money received from the sale
of the logs is used to maintain equipment, pay rental bills and buy
oil and gasoline. 44

Administration of the project is done'by the Soil and Water Conservation
District. Technipal assistance is provided by an experienced forester
who is a CETA Title II employee of the U.S: Department of Agriculture,
Division of Forestry..Payroll checks and reports arekprepared by the
St. Lawrence Community Development Program, Inc. CETA program
participants are referred by the State Employment Service. The leaders
of the work crews are responsible for providing on- the -job training
to the enrollees. The enrollees are taught the use and care of
machinery and techniques used in tree felling. During, periods of
inclement weather the crews attend workshops arranged by the Soil and
Water Conservation District at which guest speakers dAcuss good
forestry management, occupational health and safety practices, and
employment opportunities in the forestry industry. Prime sponsors
'contemplating replication of this project may want to make policy,
decisionsregarding who will be allowed to purchase or who will be
the recipients of the fuel logs. Those deciding on, sale of thqlogp
are cautioned to be aware of, and abide by DOL regulations cone lliing
money-making projects.'

Mosquito Control (Rockingham-Stafford Consortium, New Hampshire)
(B67, pp. 13-16)

The primary objective. of the project is to,decrease the health
hazards caused by the presence of mosquito breeding grounds to residents
and livestock andt5p promote tourism by making the area a more
appealing vacation place.

4
fliere are 45 CETA positions including 33 field technicians, full .

senior technicians, and tour lab technicians. The mosquito breeding
grounds will be surveyed an4,mapped, and afte; location of infestation
sites, samples will be Collected. Walbr samples which contain larvae,,
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'and adult mosquitos 1414 be co ected. The samples will be

retutne to thttiaboratory and an zed by-the lab technician for

species &termination. ''After the species have been identi41earthe
proper insecticides can be selected and the field technicians can begin \r

spraying the breeding areas. In succeeding years the same.az'eas will'be

resprayed. .r-
The project is administered by the County Cooperative Extension Service
which has Norked-with several local townships in mosquito control for

several years. There is a long phase of organizing and detail planning
to be considered. Experts trained in entomology are needed to plan
the field and lab work aft to train the technicians.

The Your lab technicians will be-trained to use micr9scopes. This

training will'issist them in finding employment in private industry doing
othenrkinds.of quality cont #1 work.

The &lid Lenior technicians' dll be trained in survey techniques, use
of report forms, and project-logistics. Demonstration of leadership

ability is a must since they will oversee the work of the field tech-
nicians. Their experience anti training could.lead to employment with
local towns to coptinue in mosquito control work.

The thirty-three field technicians will be trained in mosquito control.
Some teams will also be taught to use insecticides. These skills will
qualify them for insect control jobs in private industry as well as .

with ,the towns.

This proje5t established impgFtant linkages with the University of New
Hampshire which is supplying microscopes and tther equipment tot the
project. *e;7 projects may-be able to borrow equipment from schools,
health agencies, hospitals or'prpate research centers.

Alpin9Creek Plood Control and Green Belt (Texas) (67, pp. 73-75-) .

b
The *Alpine Greek Flood Control and Belt project will stabilize-the
chann4, -einforce creek banks to-prevent flooding and erosion, and
develop he unsfghtly area along the creek, as a green belt and recreational
area It will relieve the threat of piiiodic flash'flooding and reduce
breeding place!fbr ro s and °then:pests. Most of the construction
work will be done by 20 workers including 16 laborers, two-semi-
skilled workerqo and a cl k. The laborers will\learn basic construction
skills and work habits. Actual construction will consist of lining the
creek:bedvand banks with concrete and gabions. Training and-overall
supervision will be provided by Brewster County and the City of Alpine
employees. TA clerical positron requires general office skills, It is

likel4that the.clerk and some of the laborers can be transfeired to
-the ditypayn611 after the project i9 completed. The project is trying
to set up night classes so thqp CETKwoukers can achieve a GED cer-
tificate. As they are hired,'workers are encouraged to take advantage

, 4A
.c ta-

rt
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r
of these classes. The project is supplemented by six county and three
city workers 'and the.Southern Pacific Railroad will supply threw
heavy eqipmentoperators. Projects of this type require careful

engineering and design which will prevent delays in implementation.
It is not possible to skimp on engineering` if the project is to be
a success.

To increase the chances of the pirticip ts being sorbed in local
jobs, fundingshould be sought from a onsortium of tate and local

agencies. Other linkages have beeri rmed with the Police Department

which. supplied photographs of the area to demonstrate the need for
flood control, the-Southern Padific Railroad and the local college

which-supplied tools and equipment.

Rodent Control Program (Boston, Pass.) (148, p. 12)

Summer program. Fifty young participants, assisted the City's environ-
ment Improvement Program for rodent control. Participants cleared

refuse, plugged burrows, and distributed information.on how to get .(

rid of rats.

-Clatsop Fish Production (Oregon) (67, pp. 161-164)

Four CETA participants. are working with personnel from the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife to plant salmon eggs and fingerlings
in identified areas, construct additional rearing pond4, survey the -

watershed for other pond sites, and establish artificial spawning

beds. The program will'havelong4erm economic'impact on the fishing
aAd fish processing industries in the county. At the end of the
project participants are expected to get jobs in local fish-related
industries. It is estimated that there are over 150 geographic areas
in the Pacific Northwest alone that have the natural environmental
cvditions to s tain this type of fish production project. The

approach could só be adapted to meet the needs for improved productiO1
of other types of h in lake and coastal regions outside the
Northwest.

Vegetable Gardens (Greentield, Mass.) (123,,p. 6)

Participants maintained vegetabiegaraens on county land. The produce

was given away free to low- income faMilles,,or delivered to senior
citizenst centers and non-profit day care centers. Availability of
type and quantity of-produce was announced weekly in the local paper.

Otter Ta Trails Association-(Minnesota) (67, pp. 57-60)

Fourteen participants hired to develop a system of trails for snow-
mobiles and for cross,country skiing in order to increase winter
tourism, in an area which is a_popular summer resort. Participants
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work in crews to clear away brush and cut down trees. Crews also

put up trail marker and Atop signs and install gates and gate posts
along the snowmobile and Ai tails. Participants are taught safety
precautionS in the use of :chainsdws and howl to properly fell trees.

Increased use of the area by snovraobilers and cross country skiers
would enhance businesses such as the hotel motel trade's, restaurants,
stores, shops and gas stations, and in general, provide a stimulus to
the local economy. Governmedt ds were used to buy necessary equip-
ment to comply with OSHA requi ements, including hardhats, bdcts,
Ismanetts-vests-atea-rplugs

Transportation was a problem because of the rural location. Crew
members were responsible for getting to work on timeand were reimbursed
for mileage. Supportive services such as physical examinations were
also provided.

The project has no formgl,placement service but during the, first six

monthg'19 out of 24 employees were able to get jobs. Linkage with the
nesota Department of Tourism, the State Department of Natural

Re ounces, local snowmobile and ski clubs, other pports clubs and
ci c groups helped make the program a success. When Federal Govern--

men funding ends it is expected that state funding and support will
continue until the project becomes self- sustaining.

at.

Witchweed and Fire Ant Control (North Carolina) (67, pp. 81-83).

A
The project will employ 74 participants to assist in locating and con-
trailing witchweed, a parasitic. plant that attacks crops such as corm,.

sorghum, sugar cane anottife; and the fire ant, a stinging insect
that attacks humans and -builds mounds which damage equipment and inter-
feres with crop harvesting. There are l8 counties in North Carolina
where witchweed is believed to exist., Sury crews will didpatched,

to the,area to plot the location of infested sites; Crew chiefs will
leassigned to each of the 18 affected cdnnties and different size
crews will be assigned; based od the geographic size of the county.

To control the fire ants the participants will organize into two-person
teams to work in a four-county area where fire ant infestation is most
serious. Teams will identify, plot, and treat individual infestations
on public. property, and advise individual landowners on, proper
treatment methods for infestations on their property. School grounds,
playgrounds, and recreational areas, will be given priority in
surveying and treatment Ti well as other similar areas where public
exposure to fire ants is most likely.

,Training for the crews working bn either the Witchweed Project or
Fire Ant Project will be provided by the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture. ,Both crews will be givenhinstruciion in locating
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infestation sites. Actual treatment and control of the witchweed will
be done by the United States Department of Agriculture Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service but the fire ant crews will -be
instructed in the safe handling and application of chemicals to control
the fire ants. Participants.have to be in good physical condition.
Crew supervisors must have'sOme leadership abilities. Few problems

are foreseen with a project of this type, however, it is necessary for
the operating agency to be experienced in controlling plant and insect
pests. It is important to, provide adequate instruction to trainees

regarding the usage of toxic chemicals to control insects or plants.

Cleanup and Beautification (iiew Jersey) (148, p. 14)

Stamer progrim. Seventy youth spent one month in a cleanrup project
to.remove debris and restore the contours of beaches disturbed by /*

Storms along the Jersey shore.

/Shellfish Rehabilitation (North-Carolina) (67, pp. 185-187)

Seventeen icipantg'will-he employed by the State Division'of
Marine Fis eries and trained irthe use of special,eqUipment in order
to. move 70, 00 bushels of oysters and clams from polluted to non-'
polluted vat s. One participant will be chosen as the project
supervisor an four will act as crew supervisors. Special skills are

not necessary. -On-the-job training will be given by the State
Division of Marine Fisheries which will consist of instruction in the
use of special equipment used to scoop the shellfish from the waters
and load on barges.

The Diyision of Marine Fisheries will, provide barges, equipment, and
technical supervision necessary. Later, the newly established shellfish
beds will be subject to commercial boniest, and people in the project
will be able to obtain regular employment. Coastal areas dependent

on the shellfish industry would have a higher suecess in replicating
this project. The principle, however, may be adaptable in other
areas that could:benefit from some type of crop relocating. Or it may

4 be applicable to other industries or situations where crops or animals
are endangered by unhealthy environments. It is suggested that
relocation projects often work best when done over a shOrt period.of
time, the operations are seldom very technical and can employ large
numbers of unskilled persons.

Urb grawers.CCINnnati, Ohio) (12 ,,, 15: 19)

Youth 14-21 years of age were employed to work in five vegetable
gardens located in city parks and on private land.. Youth grew, harvested
and sold their crops and' participated in the Carthage Fair as 4rH

members.
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Nature Trails Development (Monroe County, New York) (6T, pp. 121-123)

Twelve participants employed as grounds will be responsible
for grounds-keeping, trail clearing, planting, and trimming. They-

Vwill develop 80 acres of land, including five miles of nature trails
and boardwalks, and construct rest spots, shelters, signs and litter

basket. Seventeen acres of trail plantings, food plots and wild
(rowers wi.U. be estapiisned. Braille descriptions acid audio materials

will be provided for the blind, handicapped, and aged. Crew leaders

will supervise and provide on-the-job instruction.

4

t.
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--SOCUL SERVICES

This is the largest of all the project areas and also offers the most
diversified-activities aimed at the broadest spectrum of the dis-
advantaged and needy. Social service agencies, both public and
private, have been seriObsly affected by poor economic conditions
such as a shriveling tax base and cutbacks in donations and contribu-

.tions while, at the same time, the numbers'of jeople needing services
is increasing because of higher rates of unemployment, inflationary _

inroads on fixed incomes, and other factors.

Work experience projects enable agencips to supplement existing
services, provide new services, and increase their efficiency.

Because of the wide diversity, we have developed four separate areas
of social services beetled upon the type of target population:

(1) social services to children; (2) social services to youth; (3) social
services to the aged, homebound and-handicapped; and (4) social
services, general.

While each area has certain different elements and req,ztiremefit5, there

are many generid similarities.

Before taking on youthful participants, agencies need to define their
functions and identify service needs. Included in this is the limited
time frame of projects--usually one year--in which to achietre the
goals of meeting community needs and providing behefits to the
participants. Care needs to be taken that the goals set are reachable
in the time pei-iod. Moreover, thought needs to be given as to how
services.will be continued once the project ends; recipients of
services may become dependent upon them and then may be suddenly
cut off when the project ends with no place to turn.

When a. new service is established by an agency with DD prior experi-

ence with that service, a good deal of trial and error is gone
through, Often at the'expense of the first participants. Certain
projects may require a gradual process of implementation rather
than emerging full-blown.

Same projects may tend to duplidate or overlap services and programs
already in'operation leading'to confusion of goals. It is easy in

these instances to view youthful participants in terms of organiza-
tional need and to overlook their work and career needs.

Introduction of new personnel'into a system can lead to problems with
existing employees. In a field dominated by a profession (social
work) still seeking its own boundaries and-are s of exclusivity, there
can develop a certain amount of defensiveness on the part of existing
staff and an unwillingness to relinquish certain functions. Many may

,4
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feel that -the projects are a threat to service standards, that the
participants are not sensitive enough to the needs of the clientele; and

that they may be intolerant of handicaps and unable to communicate
appropriately. The disadvantagld status of the youth'may be coupled
in the mindsof professionals and program administrators with inadequacy,
unraiability.and delinquency. 'youth,.in-turn, may interpret these
doiubts about their abilities as-expressions of resistance to change and
the maintenance of themselves as second class citizens. This is

especially prevalent in projects which appear to. youth to provide

"menial" jobs. For example,-a Project which provides home-care services

for the elderly, if not carefully structured, could be interpreted by
youth as simply a glorified maid job.

The importance of properly motivated supeiVisors is therefore paramount.
They not only need expertiie in human relations and in the area of
service, but also must be able to communicate with and guide youth.
Both supervisory and line stafeof the sponsoring agency should be
involved in the planning of the project and in the training of the par-
ticipants. Adequate time should be provided for staff development.

For yoUth, certain precautions taken in advance will help cdnvince them
of the project's viability. First, they should be paid on time; an- ...-

energency system should be established to pay participants when and if
the regular system breaks down. Arrangements for necessary transporta-

tion to and from project sites iieedt"o be made. The right kinds and

amounts of supplies and equipment need to be,readily at hand. goSt of

all, the worthwhileness of the project must be conveyed to the youth.

Civilservice systems, unions, professional associations and government
agencies need to be involved in the planning and implementation of
projects. Projects which sell goods or services need.to get, the
required permission and permits; they may have to hire a staff person
with good sales experience.

Most projects in the social sertice area are labor intensive;
not as highly visible as projects in some of the other areas,
public.information program can make gojects more visible and
community support.

but are
A planned
attract

Human service projects can provide youth with experience in dgrowing
field and can lead to a varietyof regular jobs and careers.
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1. Social Services to Children
,

Marin County Child Abuse (Marin County, California).(67, pp. 165-168)

The aim. of ,this project is to permanently reduce the incidence of child
abuse and neglect and improve services to abused or neglected children

and their families. The project will employ 31 family aides and home -
roakers,,,who along with professionals', will be part of child abuse teams
that-will sucept-referrals from city agencies, law.enfvrcement agencies,
and ptofessionals. All project participants undergo a two-week training
course consisting of a basic to employment in the public
sector, followed by an intensive series of sessions dealing with all

aspects.of child abuse and child protection. ranging from community
education to direct relationships with parents;

Participants will gain experience in child care, homemaking and other
personal service occupations offering a reasonable opportunity fox
employment following completion Of the project. The participants
should be able to serve as role models for the parents of abused_and
neglected children. In implementing the program the project should;
be publicized as much.as possible to reach potential clients; increase
community awareness of the problem; and effectively coordinate the
efforts of cooperating agencies and community organizations.

Welfare Aides (Washington, D.C.) (53, pp. 12, 161)

Thirty-one participants were trained to work with children as aides
in the Welfare Department in two counselor positions where entry
qualifications were redefined. Tasks included accompanying groupsiof
children on work details, leading recreational, activities, teaching
activities of daily living and assisting on excursions. Training
included orientation, fieldwork and on-the-job training.

Cultural Enrichment (Arkansas) (148, p. 13)

Summer program. Five hundred young participants were assigned to eight
camps and assisted in arts and crafts, field trips, hikes, fishing
expeditions,. sports and games.

Day Care (Santa Cruz, Calif.) (104)

CETA participants hired to work in day care centers with children from

infancy to 12 years of age. Formal and or- the -job training provided

by centers and a local college. Easily repUcable in most communities.
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Emergency Caretaker Services (Nashville, Tenn.) (74, p. g2)

Participants are trained and assigned to go into homes to provide.
responsible care and supervision for children'in crises, especially
when parents are absent or incapacitated. Care is provided for a few
hours until a more permanent arrangement can be made. Can lead to
child:care jobs.

III

The project is a summer day camp for 300 disadvantaged children ages
5-13. The camp-which lasts for 16 weeks provides constructive and
interesting activities for the children. Twenty program participants
(many of whom were AFDC recipients) were hired as paraprofessional
camp counselors at the rate of $125 per week for 20 weeks., Although the
children attend camp for 16 weeks, the counselors attend two weeks of
pre-camp training and preparation, and two weeks of post-camp evaluation
an wrap-up. An additional six summer youth enrollees will assist the

..- elor. They will earn 4;2.30 per hour and will work for 12 weeks.
uaselors participate in all scheduled children's activities including

crafts, swimming 'lessons, sports and field trips. Each participant'
is responsible for 15 children maintaining attendance and other necessary
records, preparing materials, and helping with necessary maintenance
of the site.

a

A project of this type needs thorough advance p nning. Efforts need to
be made to encourage the cooperation of parents d community groups.
Details on enrollment, schedules of activities d types of activities
nded prior determination. A thorough equipmen list with costs must
be compiled early in program planning. Replication may be undertaken
by community groups or a city recreation department. Local busifiesses

and individuals may be persuaded to donate equipment and time to the
program.

Child Day Care (Washington,.D.C.) (53, p. 12)

Ten participants were trained and placed as assistants to staff of day .

care centers. Training included OJT; specialty instruction, remediation,
and assimilAiion of values and expectations of the world, of work.

Emergency -Homemaker Service (Nashville, Tenn.) (74, pp. 24-26)

Participants are trained and assigned as emergency homemakers in order*,
to maintain the family as an intact unit. Participants are available for
24 hour assignments'to Maintain children in their own homes until the 4
parent is able tosresumetheir care or until another'course of action is
deemed necessary. Participants work closely with caseworkers. .Can be
adapted for youthful participants.

0
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2. Social Services to Youth

Youth Advocacy (St. Joseph County, Indiana) (133, pp. 6-26)

A self-help, "Youth Helping Youth" project involves youth in working
with institutions in the community to make them more responsive to
the needs and interests of all youth. Participants work as field
service agents in schools, local government agencies, social agencies,
etc., interpreting change and providing direct services. Youth with
julienne records ride school buses.and patrol school athletic events
deterring vandalism and preventing violence: Participants also than
a team clinic and an alternative juvenile referral program for first
offenders.and their families. Highly replicable.

Outreach '76 (Baltimore) (30, IV, pp. 33-34)

The YMCA of the Greater Baltimore Areel employed 16 community workers

at various locations to provide intensive small group counseling for
mere than 180 youth, 13-1q,yeara of age, Who were referred by the
police, juvenile services-, or schools for problems of truancy, lack --
.of motivation, resentment of authority, braJorIaomes, and inadequate
supervision. The participants met with groups of 10 youth three nights
a week for three hours a session. In addition, they were responsible
for visiting the schools and home's of the youth, and conducting a
basketball program. May lie useful jobs for slightly older palth.

Counseling Intern Program (Washington, D.C.) (53, pp. 215, 232)

Trained 15 disadvantaged.youth as Subprofessional group.leaders,
counselors, trainers, or as supervisors of groups of entry-level
tra ees in "new careers" programs. Training took.place over a nine-
monii period and included classroom instruction, field work, and
remediation.

Youth Career Development (St. Louis, Mo.) (154)

Tensyouth, selected and trained in peer_counseling, job development,
and placement tec4niques, were placed 5.n State oymen ecurity
offices to pi6Vite employment-related services to , 16-21-year
olds. Spoke at job fairs, schools and business organizations in an
outreach capacity. Contadted local employers to create more demand for
ung workers. Persuaded many youth to return to school. Good project

for older youth.
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Summer Outreach.id.lachua County, Florida) (67, pp. 17-19)

About 1,600 specially identified high-risk students having probletas

in areas such as truancy, tardiness, discipline, abuse, need for
social agency assistance, etc:, will be sought out and efforts will
be made to establish closer relationships between these students,
the schools, and the parents. Eighteen social worker aides be

employed by the project; job requirements are ownership of a valid
driver's license or access to transportation, good work habits, the
ability to write case reports and to handle personal confidential informa-
tion, and a good knowledge of local geography. The.project 'Will rutr/for

six months. During the first two months the high risk students will
be identified and learn of the program. At the same time, social worker
aides working as special school representatives will begin to. establish

a rapport with the students. Throughout the summer months the aideEi

willschethrle holm visits at times convenient for the parents of the
identified students. These home visits will be structured to discuss

and deal with each student's specific problem in a positive way, obtain-
ing cooperation from the student and parents both. A minimum of three
visits will be made with each family. Every social worker aide is

assigned a maximum of 50 studjnts. When school reopens for the fa/1
semester the aides will continue their home visits and reinforce and' pirt
into effect the plans made and agreed to during the prior months. For

the remainder of the project the social worker aides will be assigned
to a specific school and will be supervised by a school counselor on a
one-to-one basis. Aides will be trained in how to discuss problems in
a positive way with students and parents, ,community resources and
referral procedures, child abuse and neglect, and home-school liaison.

The training received by the participants will increase their employ-,

ability potential. The effectiveness of a prOject of this type may be

improved by extending,the duration of the project to provide mo e t
for followup.

A project of this) type is suitable for and could easily be repeated by
both large and small prime sponsors.* Because of the nature of the
project and the target group served; the local school board in each
community is probably best equipped to administer the project. Care

needs to be taken in selecting the program participants. They will

neeeto be able to work with a variety of people, to exercise good
judgment, and to work without full-time supervision.

Recreational Group Leaders (Washington, D.C.) (53, pp. 237-238).

=Six participants were trained as group leaders to help youth learn to
make meaningful decisions and be able to interact with others in the

context of group decision-making proces;es. Used sports, other physical

activities, and group work techniques to get points across. Trained in
sports, gatrs, and supervision on the job and in formal classes.
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5,1
Community Employment (Iowa) (148, p. 14)

.4* ,
Sumter program, Thit,ty-four youth were hired'to-promote,communiiy

'1 summerojobs and to recruit other unemploYed youth., The participants
appeared in local radio and television stations, and talked to local
business-sp. Secured:3,000 summer job pledges fkom business and
industry:

11° Group Co seli (Washington, D.C.)(53, pp. 195 -213)

Ten youth were tr to work with their.peers through utilization-of
group and individ eling techniques and to provide them with
skills and coping fie isms to change the.lives of poor,youth.- Tasks
included small graup leadership, individual counseling, accompanying

groups on1Fips, ipaintaining equipment and supplies, keeping records,
writing reports, and planning activities!' Three-month training program
incl 11-the7job training,'orientation, reme4iation and'clas$ work.

0-

Emergency ahelterq.for Adolescents (Nashville; Tenn.' (74, pp. 30-31)

Ar

,participants staff an emergenCY shelter for older children for a two-we
period, and treatment services_for,np./to one year. Deal with problem%
of runaways, drug users; neglect.vabuse, or family crisis.

. a
.' 4. , .//' Youth Employment. Workers (Newitork, N.Y.) (80) 1

Sixty participdnte were trained as non-profes ovals in youth employment
programs. Combination of classroom and on-the job training for 12 -week
periods. Training consisted of communication kills, special needs and
problems of youth, dealing with professionals d e.gencies, and placement
in a youth- serving agency for OJT Led to pa aprofessional jobs in

-social agencies. \
9

Youth SancSary (Anne Arundel Coun4y, Md ) (30, IV, p.

Two participants, one in maintenance and one s a cook coordinator were
employed by the Youth Sanbt ry; a group home.for 25 adolescent males.
with be vior problems. T maintenance man enabled staff to devote
more' ti e to the youth rather than taking time to, make minor repaSrs on
the th ee houses operated by the agency. Helped meet local health
regulations. The cook coordinator relieved staff of all the shopping
duties. Quality,and quantity of food improved but costs'of food per oN
child did not i.se because of good menu planning, bulk buying and.home
food prepaiation.and cooking. Involved some of theyouth.inT)these tasks. ,

The pAnce of thbse particip nts enabled the agency to remain in . u
sxist and even improved se ices, Parts of these jobs an,be adapted.
for youthful participants..



4
/type are highly individualized and tailored. Projeft pilanners feel that
success will be highly dependent on the selection of the counselbrs.

e character of the participation-of the schools is important; the
schools must be willing to test out the validity of the hypothesis that
ex- offenders can'be useful counselors to troubled students. The schools
must also be prepared to assign a responsible member bf the faculty tc

the prject and to allocate time needed to give the project A full
and f.r trial.
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Counseling Service (Washington, D.C.) (53, pp. 161-194)

Participants were males -with poor school records, delinquents, or
with criminal records and 9.imited or no work experience. *They were
trained to work with delinquent and dependent youth. in several institu-

tions, observing and noting signs of unusual activities, maintaining
Cottage inventories, escorting clients, orienting new residents, and

safetylknd security measures. Training included field work,
OJT, and 'classes In behavior Inawagement.

S.

Ex-Offenders as Counselors (Union County, New Jersey) (67, pp. 53-56)
0

The ptoject involves the selection and training of sixlex.:offendersto
serge as-counselors to junior high school youth who are habitually truant
or exhibit deviant school behavior andlare regarded as poteAtial dropouts.
The aim is to present a big brother big sister image and at least one

. or two of the counselors will be women. When training is completed,
counselors will be assignedoto work with the studedts on a one -to -one.
basis and with their families. It is-the opounseloriS job to try to buy,
time to develop a trusting relationship and persuade the youth to stay
in school. This relationship, it is hoped, will devel6p in such a way
as to provide the youths'with a look at an older, wiser, individual
who has made mistakes they can avoid, Other duties include reporting
to the central office daily, keeping logs on the contacts they have

made and the details of meetings they r: with students and patents,
and 1117.7-Trig their eXperiences and mut problems in group meetings,.
When severe problems are identified, the counselors will refer the youth
to professional staff in the schools.

(
Summer Activities will provide'the counselors with an opportunity to.meet'
and learn about the problems of many of the students, some of whom the

unselors will work with once the (roject begins, Projects of this. *

4,

f
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3. Social Seilticet to Aged, Homebound and Handicapped

"Riae'On" Program (Howard County, Md.) (30., IV, p. 37)

Three participants became drivers in the Community Action Council's
"Ride On" Program, a Remand- activated transportation system for the
elderly, the handicapped, and low-income residents with no other means
of Mobility. Over 1,500 people were transported to medical facilities,
social services offices, community service agencies, senior citizens-,
group -meal sites, and grocery stores. The availability of theworkers
was "the sole resource that enab/ed..us to continue and expand the

'Ride -On' Program."

Rural, Home Care A24e (North Carolina) (67, pp. 29-32)

This is an on-going project'that trained 40 hone care aides to care for
the aged, handicapped and disabled persons in their own homes.

The training program consists of.four weeks of orientation to the
world ofwork.and personal and career counseling, followed by 120 hours
of theory-in the OIC classroom and 120 hours of clinical training in
nearby hospitals. Students are given ;enough training so that they may
function in a hospital setting (as a nurse's aide) or in a person's

home and
.
axe taught how to improvise in.-the home when hospital and

clinical equipment is not present. There.is also instruction in the
bas c ch teristics an& needs of the. aged and disabled including
de with the terminally

After training aides willte employed for stx months, each aide will
be assigned two patients.- Duties include house chores, medical
assistance, scheduling and accompanying patients to and from appointments.
The home aides are supervised by two R. .'S. Opportunities Industrial
Center (OIC) is providing a full range f supportive services to the

participants such as personal an er counseling, job placement

activity, referral to higher le g, transportation and day care. 4/t

Upon -completion of the training and hone Care experiences, the participrnio
will be able to obtain jobs in the local hospitals, nursing homes, or
with the county social services and health 'departnents. A. prifject of

this is 4ighlY dependent on a satisfactory training program.
Those prime sponsors considering replication should be-able to'link the
project with a nurse's aide training program. '

ti 4

4
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)4eaaps_on Wheels (nationwide) (9)

f .

PrOvides nutritious food once a day, to people who can neither cook for
themselves nor leave their homes, mainly the poor and handicapped aged.

Interviewers violt homes to determine eligibility for the project-
and uncover other needs which'need referral. Easily replieable.

Home Services to the'Elderly (Baltimore) (30, IV, pp.17-18)

Four-participants visited homes :of elderly who-had been hospital in-
patients or out-patients to aid them in obtaining supplemental security
irwome, medical assistance or medicare, fo/od stamps, meals on wheels
service, mediCal transportation, visiting nurses, or placement in
nursing homes. Six other participants aided elderly, who had no direct
contact with a hospital, with finanakl and health needs. Could 1pr
to paraprofessional community or social service aides.

Ok 44

On-tbk Senior Health Serviced (San Francisco, Calif.) (67, pp. 41-44)

This programiraftsigned to locate, repair and distribute on, a loan basis
to the elderly, poor and the handicapped, wheel chairs, walkers, capes
and other similar aids. The project also provides telephone teassprance
(bi-ling4a1) and home visitation services. While the program will start-

`with four enrollees, one purpose of the project is to determine the
pOtiintial for program expansion. Two enrollees, driVer technicians,
will collect, repair and distribute the aids ,for the handicapped and
elderly. They will also, transport the elderly to and from the medical..
facility, and work with the physical therapists in treating patients
an; making minor repairs and alterations in the homes of the elderly.
Requirements'are ownership-of a Valid driver's license and some
ability_ to use tools.. Wo,to four-hours per week of training 'id
woodworking will be providedeby &community' c011ege.- A social-worker
aide,will work. with participant volunteers in 'the operation of the

, telephone reassurance and home visitation program. A research assistant
will work with the agency ,discharge planners and elderly participants
In surveying the need for the services provided by the and oo
other research'prOgrams. The social worker aide and the research
assistant will receive training in social_vorkyskil.ls.. 5he research
assistant will `also receive on-the-job training incomputer processing,
'interviewing techniques and program evaluation. Similar projects cohld
be adapted to almost any community but would be easiest to. implement in
large metropolitan areas having a concentrated number of elderly and/or
han4icappedtpersons.
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Teleppne Reassurance Services (nationwide) (110)

A nationwide service operating under many names such as Telephone
.4teasiurance, Daily Hello, Care Ring, etc. The basic concepts are.
checking on elderly and/or homebound clients at a designated time,
seven days, week; and contacting responsible persons or agencies if
a,call is not answered. Some projects provide referral services,,

. conversation, daily news or_media programming., Training may include

. the Aychology of ,elderly people, emergency plans, the tasks which
need to be done, telephone techniques, etc, Highly replicable.

Legal Serices Programs (California and Washington, D.C.) (137,.p. 20)
$

Participants, under supervision of a lawyer, provide information and
assistance in such areas as tenant organizatiOrr, consumer information
and assistance in such areas as tenant organization, consumer informa-
tion-rand legal, counseling at senior centers and nutrition projeCts.

`also, provides advice on public?enefit programs to the poor and elderly
and assists in representing them at hearings when they are appealing
a decision-by a beieht program. Training'ieboth on the job and week-
long seminars every three months. Can lead to paralegal jobs.

COunty,Older,Residents Program (. t. Louis County, Missouri)
(67-pp. 237-140

The project is an outreach and service prpgram for,older residents.
Sixty neighborhood coordinators are emplOYed at $2.85 per hour. Their
duties include provisiOn of services, information and referral in such
areas as transportation, health, houging recreation, education, employ7

.ment, legal information, home help, etc. ,The potential range.for A

service is open-ended and program elements can be added or deleted as

funding permits. Coordinators are scheduled to work 20 hours and each
recruits a team of volunteers, matching yolunteer &kills and services
with tie needs of senior residents requesting services. -Mudh,of the
training is on-the-,job b4 there are formal training sedsions in the

*availability of e6mmunity services and methods oe coordinatiAg voluntL.f
activity.' In addition, coordinators participate in the elderly advocate
training program. The program is linked closely to other organizations
and agencies.spch as VAA.Mid-East Area on Aging, the County Department
of Health, ;wed the ,Dekirment of Human Resources. Early establishment
of cooperative linkages and arrangements with agencies that provide
services*to older-residents is essential. It is also very important
that the promise service delivery not be conveyed before the
mOunisms and p cedures for the delivery (If that service are fully

esteloXiihed and tested. Program elements such as grocerieson wheels, -
neighborhood pecurity, and .escort services can be. added wren' the proper

foundation is there'to sustain them.

a.
.4`f")
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Food-Stamp Program' (Baltimore; J30, IV, p. 36)

11 '-

Sixty paxticip were employed as interviewers--half assigned t
special SSI unit for 'the elderly and disabled and half assigned social

service centers throughout the city--to reduce thetlarge baoklog of

applicants for food stamps. The overall effect of the project was to
eliminate the 3mcklogcomplete1y1Odend.the waiting period for intake
-which used, to average 46 days. A service needed by almost every

community.

Geriatric Aide Program (Washington, D.C.) (53, p. 12)

Ten youths were seldcted and trained to work at homes for the aged,
providing assistance in the office as well as planning recreational pro-,

grams and supervising recreational,periods. Can be very useful project

.?ringing yoith and older people together.

Project'FIND-(PinellA County, Florida) (9, p.3)

Participants were hired to seek out the aging poor in order to determine

their needs and provide them Faith assistance. They assessed local

programs and services Wvailable to the aged, involved the aged iii self-
. help and social action activities, ,and provided nutritious aedls to

the elderly. Highly replicable.

Mini-Mallets (Marion Coulitye, California) (67, pp. 9-12)

Four participants work with volunteer's to establish a system whereby
gwolder adults can purchase fruits, vegetables, cheeses, staples and dry
goods at whol9sale prices at Mini-Markets located at housing projects,
senior citizp clubs and Title VII nutrition dining site. Participants

drive trucks, select and buy produce, sort and grade pioduce, keep
simple-books, and supervise volunteers. Smaller aid rural communities

can replicate the project using 5 te6 vorkers and one or tvp mobile
market vans. Larger communities are limited only by the number of
neighborhoods included on market routes and the availability` of
mobile vans:

9

t.

t
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Emergency Service (Nashville, Tenn.) (74, p. 19)

' Participants provided coverage 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for
an emergency telephone answering service. They screen calls and refer
emergencies to case workers on call. The purpose is to provide interr-

vention before neglect or crisis situations become irreparable.

Get toyork (Middlesex County, New Jersey)_(67, pp. 177-179)

Six participants will be hired to, provide a means of transportation for
low-income persona when no pUblid transportation is available to take
them to jobs or training sites. Four participants will be trained and
'assigned as drivers of mini-vans. Two participants will work in the
central office of the County Economic Opportunity Corporation doing
dispatching, record keeping, and reporting. Availability of the, service
will be advertispd, four mini-vans will service the people eligible for
And needing transportation assistance. Plans of the project include
encouragement-and organieation of aLternAtive 'mans of ,transport ion

0 such as car pools, and company-sponsored vans. Linkages with,st= e
,-44

and county agencies and transportation departments have beer). ,_ed

Administration will be through a county anti-poverty agency.
. project can be replicated in urban or suburban areass as well as rural
areas that have inappropriate, irregular or no transportation services.
It should be noted that in showing employers that the service being
provided is beneficial to thei,tnetNgployers may be more easily

tpersuaded to establish company-sponsored buses or vans and in some
cases refer employees with transportation difficulties to the service.

Projects seeking to replicate this service should consider,the following
questions: Hoff long V.11 a person be able to use the service? NI11

there be a maximum peg.od of use? If a person finds a job but still

Meat transportation assistance, will the person remain eligible for
service? Can it be./determinedwhen an employed person should be. .

earning enough money to be able to pay for his or,her own transportation
and therefore be dropped from the service?

Manpower Services (Baltimore) (30, IV, p. 38)

-Jobs were provided in the administration of the manpower program itself.
Five,participants were emplOyed as Field Coordinators to provide
Counseling to other manpower enroll. Provided counseling and other
services such as job placement monitoring the progress of the':
enrollees to 1,00 people. Heed articipants with some maturity.

0.1
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Information and Referral (137, pp. 16-17)

Participants provide help in locating agency' or organization best able to
deal with problems of health, housing legal, financial, transportatidh,
consumer and other problems. Can lead to social service paraprofes-
sional jobs.

Food Service Training Program-(St. Louis, Mo.) (4, pp. 39-43) t
Developmentally disadvantaged youth who are not eligible for special
schools and are unprepared for regular CETA programs are trained and
piaced in institutional food service settings. Youth'are taught use of

eshWashers, busing tables, and general kitchen maintenance. Also learn
how to fill out job applications, balance a budget, and complete tax
forms. Good model for youth with special problems.

Low-Income Family Food Co-op(Palm Beach County, Florida) (67, pp.189-191)

Twelve participants will be hired to design and put into operation a.food
cooperative to improve the purchasing power of low-income migrant-end bon-

migratory residents
-

Participants gill be indigenous to the area and will themselves be low-
income individuals with aworking knowledge of the poverty problem of the
area. Ten support workers will staff two tented storefronts five days
a week. Foods will be purchased at wholesale warehouses and occasionally
directly from farms and transpOrted to the storefronts. The co-op will

be advertised on radio and T.V. Support workers will make a house-to-
house canvas of families identified by the Operating agency and will show
the families how they can save money by shopping at the food co-operative.
The transportation problem in this project is eased by the availability of

I a -car pRol used by the operating agency and the Coup y motor pool.

Legpl_problems arising in estitblishing a cooperative are eing managed by
four attorneys from the Urban League, who are donating th it time:' Prime
sponsors are urged to start food co-ops on a small scale the demand it--

generally difficult to judge, even in large communities. Legal and

technical problems are part of the difficulties in implementing a

cooperative. Bi-lingual support workers should be employed to deal with
bi- lingual clients.

TeenMISer (Orange County, Calif.) (133, pp. 19751) .

Trained volunteers man a 24 -hour counseling and referral hot line. to deal
4th crises of,drugabuse, suicide, alcoholism, pregnancy, venereal disease,
e . Counseling in family relationsis provided as well as encounter

e.

group therapy. There is also a youth employment program, crafts, theater,
food drives,and a temporary housing program for runaways. Can be adapted
for youthful partibipants.
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Social Health Technician (tiew York, N.Y.) (147)

Forty-mg participants were trained and placed in hospitals and social
agencies performing a variety of tasks including patient relations,
hone health visitations, and social service aide work. Traning was
primarily on the jo with some formal classroom instruction in health
.techniques.

,

Unemployment Ombudsmen (Hassell County, N.Y.) (104)

_ Utilized CETA participants as advoc s at local Unemployment Compensation
offices to,help local residents with b eaucratic red tape and information
oa.benefits due them. Adaptable for older youth with some training
required.

Food Stamp Outreach (Pinellas County, Florida)'(67: pp. 69-71)

The project is an attempt to-reach and se ljsmilies eligible for
food stamps. Circumstances such as lack of transportation and ignorance
of food stamp eligibility requirements have been probibitive factors
for some families in applying for food stamps. Twenty-two workers will:
be trained to mpke door-to-door visits to adkise persons of the benefits
of the program and assist them in determining their eligibility. The
'project workers will also help the potential foodttamp recipients
assemble any required support material, Prepare necessary application
forms, and if necessary, make appointments, arrange transportation and

,accompany the potential recipient to the food stamp office. outreach
workers will be selected from the neighborhoods that research indicates
have the 'highest density of nonparticipating eligible food stamp
recipients, or where the greatest need for food stamp assistance has
been identified. The workers will be given ,a package of informational
materials, including blank application forms and an identification name
tag or armband that clearly indicates their association with the program.
They must be able to communicate openly and to secure the trust and
confidence of the potential food stamp user. During the hcbe visits tin
outreach worker will inform the families of other services available
such as day care, transportation assistance, chore. services, housing

repair, community food and nutrition aid, senior opportunities and
services, senior outreach, CETA Work experience, legal services, etc.
Referrals to these programs are made when necessary by the project workers.
One problem in implementing a program of this type is that potential users....1

are reluctant to give information concerning financial affairs. Therefore*
it is advisable Vnat outreach workers.be indigenoUs to the area, thus they
may be better able,to establish rapport and trust, since they'may be
known to the family, or are more able to identify with them, the project
is easy to replicate, is a beneficial project with high labor intensity'
and little material costs.
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Local rifaitiative 'Project (London:Ontario) (60, pp. 16 -20)

Seventeen participants were employed in LIP sponsored by the Canadian
government. Ten participants provided a maintenance and cleaning
service and moving assistance to families identified as in need by loc
docial service agencies. Five participant designed mae cloth'g
for handicapped children for whom agencies d ho als co . f no
commercial supplier. Two,participant's assis d ow-income people in
finding roommates to share living expenses. Participants were on unemploy-
ment insurance or welfare. Highly replicable.

United Planning Organization Aide (Washington, D.C.) (53, p.12)

Participants were trained to work In delegate agencies in UPO including
consumer action, social work, youth, and newcomer program. They perform
tasks such as interviewing, follow-up, telephone contact, leading group
discussions, and keeping records. Training included' field work, OJT,

''supervisory conferences, orientation, and remedial work to develop their

skills.

Emergency Shelters for Families (Nashville, Tenn.) (74, pp. 28-29)

Participants staff emergency family shelters that provide temporary
care for entire families rather than separating children from their
parents. Provide casework services, referral, coordination and follow up
Can lead to paraprofessional social service jobs.

4.

4
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Public safety projects, can'take many forms including crime prevention,
fire detection, crowd nontrol, civil defense, diversion programs for
juvenile offenders; probation and parole programs, restitution
programs, home security, and a variety of data gathering, information-
giving, and clerical support programs all aimed at protecting the

-public directly or indirectly. Indeed; employment programs,-in and of,
themselves, have been attributed by some observers as having a crime-
deterrent effect since potentially idle youth are kept busy.

11-44

Such projects are labor-intensive, although notes much as projects
in-some other service areas. However, if sufficient resources are
available, large numbers of youth could be utilized.

In addition to CETA funds, support could come from the Law Enforcement
AdMinistration, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, local
police and fire department bu&gets, state and local correction depart-
ments, probation and pakole agencies, the courts, community groups,
etc. 'Because of lack of funds, many programs are being staffed by

ti s

volunteers.

It,is important to establish linkages early in the planning stage with,
thOse agencies which will have direct or indirect responsibility for
training, supervision, and employment. The more support which can be
achieved, the better the program's chances for. success. These
agencies can be called on to supply equipment, transportation, and
other needed resources.

Close supervision is required in these projects sinqp many of,the
participants will be dealing directly with the public often.around
sensitive issues. It would be.advisable to issue some kind of official
identification: I.D. cards and armbands, uniforms, or name tags.

Training should be a combination of on-the-job training with formal
training in human relations, technical aspects of the particular job,
and a review of pertinent laws and regulations.

Som4'-of the jobs under public safety might require a degree of maturity
not found in Many youths. In this case, it may be wise to concentrate
on the recruitment of older youths (18-20 years of age) land the careful

delineation of tasks to suit their abilities.

For many of these projects, the emphasis is on support positions, that
is, taking certain tasks off the shoulders of police, firemen, pro-
bation officers, and others. Howeve', each project would have a
significant impact on public safety in the community. These projects

are needed in every community, large or small. Some of them are aimed



at direct services to the community and some are aimed at indirect
servicea such as lowering recidivism rates by providing services and
support-to offenders which hopefully would lead them away from criminal
activities. In all of these projects it is advisable to have an
intensive publicity program, to inform residents about them.

Youthful participants would be engaged in activities in which they could
see the impact of their work, sometimes in very dramatic fashion. Public '
-safety projects could. lead participants into regular jObs or
-them to seek the necessary academic credits to qualify for such jobs.
In some areas, participants should be bi-lingual. 0

Lawrence Fire Prevention and Control (Massachusetts) (67, PP. 65 -67}.

Five participants patrolled areas designated as high -risk districts and
visited homes and apartments to inspect them and point out fire hazards
to the occupants. They taught people how to eliminate hazards and
walked them through an evacuation procedure and conducted-family fire
drills. They also gave presentations at fairs, schools, and supermarkets
on how to prevent fires. Participants received 100 hours of training in
fire detection and fire patrol techniques, fire prevention, evacuation
procedures and Spanish language instruction. Training was conducted by
the Public Safety Office in cooperation with the Fire Department and the
Rational Association of Fire Prevention. The participants were given
'special identification and uniforms. In order to inform the residents
of the special program and to enlist their support for the fire preVen-
tion activities, a community relations specialist coordinated a community
publicity campaign. Studentswho had viewed tie special demonstration
in the school were given leaflets to take home to parents and relatives.
Posters were displayed in various community buildings and, businesses
and articles concerning the program were printed in the local newspaper.

Development of the project was*due to the outbreak of several serious
fires occurring in certain areas in'the city leaving many people homeless
and many businesses destroyed, The Lawrence project had the widest
community impact and is easily replicated with the community and the CET,'
partiCipants sharing equally the benefits derived from the program.

4uvenile Services (Anne Arundel County, Md.) (30, IV pp. 40-41)

Eight participants were employed, six as casework assistants and two
as probation counselors in the County Department of Juvtnile Services.
Four of the casework Assistants were assigned tp theprobation department
with an average caseload of 40 juveniles. They also staffed a new
program as assignment officers for poit-court interviews of new
prObationers. Two casework assistants were assigned to Community
Arbitration, one providing assignmezits to volunteer workers, counseling,
restitution, and educational programs to a total of 125 youth., The'other

.

RC
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was employed as a research assistant who interviewed 130 juveniles and
prepared information for recidivism. studies. The two probation
counselors were assigned to the Intake Uniti. By instituting evening
hours) parents were not foiced to miss work and children did not miss
school. Handled 245 referrals with over 300 interviews. Quality e.hd

quantity of all services was'improved: High maturity level required.
Parts. of project may be. adapted for,youth.

Crime Victimization and Attitudes Survey (tortorth, Texas)
(67, pp. 190-112)

Ten participants, emplh ed vey takers, will be trained to administer
questionnaires, use telephone survey techniques, and deal with various
problems involved in a survey. Participants will work in teams visiting
households and interviewing residents to determine their experiences
with crime and their attitudes toward police services. Participants

will compile the results and help prepare the data for analysis. The

results will be used to help police provide more appropriate manpower
allocations to neighborhoods, improve police-communi,tiations, dhd
orient police services to neighborhood needs. PartIcigc:ents also inform

residents about marking their valuables with identification numbers
and registering the numbers with the police.

There is some concern thbt the personnel available,under CETA may not
be ideally suited to,conducting a neighborhood survey. Others are

convinced that qualified CETA people could be.found and that they would
be able to conduct the survey after initial training. e tiniversity of

Texas and the National Council on Crime and,pelinquency ill assist in

developing the survey questionnaire and provide a train program for

the survey takers. The program is particularly suitable for urban
areas,especially high risk inner cities.

Citizens Probatiqn Authority (Kalamazoo, Pichigam) (60, pp. 61;69)

One of 150 programs operating throughout the country, it is designed.
to reach persons who have committed non-violent, property-related
crimes by diverting first offenders or'"non-patterned" offenders from
the court system to a structured probationary tem Volunteers serve
as role models. Special programs deal with first Offender shoplifters
on a "one-shot" basis, and family visitors help poor families become
self-sufficient. Offenders are referred by the Office of the
Proseuting Attorney and the workers meet with the offenders individually,
and provide needed,support, encouragement, suggestio0, information,
and arrange for transportation, special classes, tutorin,g;and other
school-related services. Lack of sufficient funding ebses .reliance on
volunteers whose turnover rates are high. This serious1ewidermines
program plans.
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Pre -Trial Release (Baltimore) (30, IV pp. 21-22)

Twenty-pne participants were assigned to the Pre-Trial Release Division.
, of the Supreme Bench in Baltimore as investigatory to interview

deferidants in criminal and traffic cases in ordet to recommend bail to
judicial officers. Relatively Ligh level of communications skills
required.

Upgrading some Security forElderly and Low-Income Residents.
(Portland;'Oreg.) (67, pp. 21-21040

Thii projeq!itilized unemployed veterans as its participants but the
project is'easay replicated and very suitable for youth because it
requires a limited amount of skills and very little previous work
experience. The goal of the projeCt is to'upgrade home security for

elderly persons, low-income families, and other persons residing in
two key high-crime areas, while providing income, work experience and
training for unemployed, low - income people. _Seventeen participants were

hired to install locks and other security devices. The project has a

28-week duration; Veterans Employment and Training Service (VETS) of
Pregon , Inc. provides counseling, training and other supportive
services for project participants. Anjnitial survey of homes in the
designated areas is done by the Police' Department and the Crime
Prevention Bureau. Job order's are written specifying the kind of
security equipment and work needed. All work is cleared with the tenant

or homeowner before installation begins .(about 490 worth of wipment
and $200 worth of labor go into each.work site). The program
participants are deployed in such tasks as installing dead-bo4 locks
on front and back doors, locking devices for accessible windows, and
gratings on basement or other lower windows. All participants' will
develop some transferable job skills and gain experience and a job
reference that can be used in seeking outside employment.

In addition, ther are four project leaders who gain skills in super-
vision and dealing with homeowners and tenants. These skills are
generally transferable to maintenance_ situations in private industry.
The installers gain skills in working with tools, making minor home
repairs, and safety checking. These skills can be applied,in service
industry jobs at the entry level. 'The program is advertised by the
members of neighborhood associations who distribute brochures''explaining,
the program. Security hardware is supplied by the Police Department and
the City Crime Prevention Bureau.

Wages sand transportation costs for the participants are paid for with
CETA funds. VETS covers the costs of licensing, bonding, sad insurance
as well as the cost of some of the equipment. It is difficult to
operate a home security project without the support of.lodal law enforce-
ment agencies. Prime sponsors desirous of replicatiig this project
shoUld look'for an operating agency,which has had other construction
or maintenance e erience that would qualify them to supervise and
train CETA partipants. b.

po
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Prisoner's Aid Association'(Maryland) (30, IV, p. 41)

Three participants employed a* counselors by the Prisoner's Aid
Association of Maryland, a private non-profit organization involved
in- direct Service to =ex-- offenders andprisoners-about to be released
Two 0<jhe counselors were assisned responsibilitt for operating
tenders, the third seryed as the 4agencY's IVAaresentative to theareA
office of *the 'Department of Housing and Urban RedevelOpment. Service
was increased by 25 percent because of the,counselorsi,

*

'Police Community Relations (Walnut Creek, Calif.) (119)
,,,..

Participants were recruited and assigned to loc lice stations where .

they received training, in note taking,integratip ommunity relations,
and ',:, A ,P ing demonstrationt. Also rode with poli phtrola, studied
law ;readread police reports and did court ob rvations:= Many possi-.,.

bili
.
es for youth in this area. ...

,-

0
Pte and Probation (Maryland) ,(36, IV, p. 40

. a

Two participants served as parole and"pro ation agents. EaCh'Super-'
vised an average caseload of 100

to
and rarolle*s and con-

ducted'investigationsin order to assess the housing anthemployment
prospects. If these participants were not available, the caseloads
of regular agents, would have increased by 25 percent. Relatively
<high level pf competncy reqUired.

' , t

Workout Limited (Colorado'Springs, Colorado) (07,'141. 97-1Q0)
7

.; An innovative approach tOreacing juvenile criminal offenses, 4,

especially' burglaries, muggings and vandalism, this project is both a
.restieution and a rehabilitation program for juvenile offriders.

.1

,

.' `JUvenile offenders` are referredt the program by the juvenile Court.,.
the District-Attorney's Diversion. ogram and other law enforcement -:
correctional agencies'dealing with jtVehileeffenders., The program
const4s of three majw componen . First, the palticipant attends a
leries of job__ orientation or shops,14hich praviiae an introduction to

'the world of work, and training ilallowto seek _and hold a ;Ob. Sessions
Cover topics such as,hcow to complete applications, prepare resumes,
handie'job interviews, and how-to behave on the, job.' .

. e*. \ 0

Second, while particip4ing in this trainingi, the p ipant is ...

assigned to a lidrk crew whdre his progress is mpnitp and where .he . -.....,__

gains work skill and e?tperieacc in prtparation for a 1 employment.
A

The, third
,

phase of'tje Program is'iiiacenent with a local employer in a_
. .,,

e
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full or part-time job. SoMe of tbe,jobs are subsidized, the employer
and"program sharihg equally in the payment of 'the participant's
salary. Wherever possible, the youth is placed in unsubsidized
employment. The anaaV-\the youth pays in restitution to the victims
is deterkined by the judge/or adjudicator with the aid of the program
personnel. Paybent of restitution begins once the juvenile offender
is working on a crew and continues when the youth is placed in a job.
One-half of the offender's wages are paid until the full unt

4 ordered by the court has been paid. After restitution s been paid,

the youth may continue employment and'receive othe ogram cervices.

The program feels that working' to pay restitution is a highly effective
way for juveniles to learn to accept responsibility for-their_actions4
and that employment reduces the economic pressures which often make
crime, an, attractive alternative. A program of this type requires a

broa base of support and concerted effort among cpmmunity groups,
priv to employers and public agencies involved in juvenile corrections.
Pro am develOpers must have a full understanding .c.t):et/e juvenile

j tice system. Throughout the design, inplementa , and daily

operation of the program there must be close.doordination with those
,public-agencies involved.

A

0
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PUBLIC WORKS

11-50

Public works projects are similar in many ways to projects.in the Enlaron-.t
'mental and Housing areas and could well be combined with them. Public
works, asge define. it, are those activities which 'yea itrith the Izovet
ment, maintenance, or construction of man-made physicalOracilities such
as roads, sidewalks ,fire hydrants, mass transit, etc. =

k, 1 ' ., .

Activities in these projects will require that participants te pro,iided
`1 with tools, equipment, specializea clothing, and usually transportation

of some kind. Most projects in'this areaowilr'require the cooperation
of local, county, or state agencies which could supply much of the tools
and equipment Private-construction contractors may also ..

be called.on to"dpnate excess equipment. It is important .to involve and...
gain the cooperation pf the:relevant unions..

,
. 4

4

Additional funding may be obtained from any otthe agencies mentioned
above plus the Environmental Protection Agency, Public Works, Cominunity

Development, the Department of Transportation, Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, and agencies devoted to services to the hatilicapped.or other special

Orientation and training will be required'in safety' measures, use and
maintenance of tools and equipment, conhruction,skill , cement work, etc.
Supervisors should be selected on the basis'Of their swledge oft
work and their abilities to teach, train, and guide oung people.

These projects are labor intensive and cou.1 lead into several' regular
construction and maintenance fields. Some jobs would be,applicable as
'pre-apprentice training. Benefits to the community are obvious: better
roads, crossings and signs, safer gaveling eonditiona, especially for
the handicapped, and enhanced appearances. These proj'ects are nighly
visible and could lead to increased. community and:participant pride.

41,
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Curb Ramps for the Rancica d (Baltimore) 09, IV, pp. 4-5)

C* urb ramps were cofistructed near hospitals, nursing homes, and rehabili-
tation.penters to facilitate travel fol.- the handicapped and aged.

Surfacei of the ramps were textured to warn the blind. Twenty-three

participants learned cement work, painting and other construction skills.
This is alproject which can be replicated in any community and which

Meets an almost universal need.

Ramps for the Handicapped (Meiphis, Tennessee) (6T, pp. 101-104)

Persons in wheelchairs, on crutches, using canes or walkerd, or other-.

Wise handicapped can be aided as they move about the community by the

construction of ramps at major street intersections. This project

entails recruiting 50 workers and,fivecrew leaders from the loi-income

disadvantaged population and employing them for twelve months. Workers

are not required to possess special skills but crew leaders are expected

to have supervisory or leadership qualities and some knowledge of the

construction trades. The workers will be organized into five crews,

one for each ofthe key areas heavily used by handicapped persons, and

Will be supervised-W7Eity Public or street maintenancd personnel.

Traininis ttrictlybnithe job. EnrolleZ will learn the appropriate.'

techniques of greaking up old sidewalks and curbing, determining ramp
elevation, bulling frames and forms for the rampb, and mixing and
pouring cement. Tools and equipment will be provided by thePublic
Works Departmentiomaterials by a grant from the city publiC works fund.

,

Transportation to from the construction sites will be provided by

the Public Works Dee4 ment. There are plans 1:)ing developed to '

prepare the trainees for pe ent jobs in either the private or public

sectors. If the raeprojec is expanded or if other projects for the
handicapped are developed, th work crews may be hired,by the"Public . .

'Works Department. This project hai been particillgr;y careful tcrymt
,kno more people on the work crews than can beept-lhoductiite al1.0k.

i It is the duty'of tie supervisors, to make sure the eqUipment,-Tipplies' ',(' .

and number of workers are in acceptable proportions to one another.
:Local funding was used in this project to purchase materials.' Other
communities may be able to secure Community Development grants. Cost

%..

.

of materials fn 'this project was one - fifth of the total project costs.
, * 4 i

'School.Crossins'and Intersection Marking (Baltimore) (30,__IV, pp.
!

5-6)

Installed net tiles Eind burned out old tiles at school crossings and'

Major-intersections. Twenty-four participants were engaged in the
r peoject.which marked over 540 crosswalks and removed'old tiles from
450 crosswalks in a ten-month period. An easily replicable,

needed project. `1 -*
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Pal2111110ebticBuildPr'(Inverness; Florida) (148, p. 14)

Stormier program. -Thirty.young.paiiicipants cleared grounds, erected

fences, constructed biking and hiking trails, tennis courts, and picnic
sites.

Bel Air Roal-and P4rks (Harford County, Maryland) (30, IV, 6)

.

Erected or replaced 200 traffic control signs. Also Perforted grounds-
keeping tasks such as pruning roadside trees along 25 miles of streets
to make signs visible and remove traffic obstructions, Also mowed
rogeke-areas and park- and lawn areas. Two participant.

Cv ti

Fire-Hydrant Replacenenty(Baltimore) (30, IV, p. v9.

Fifteen participants replaced 102 fire' hydrants in 11 months and over-
hauled 112 additional hydrants. Learned cement work and other basic
construction skills...

Heavy Equipment Operation Project (Icentuc (148
t
p. 23)

Sixty participants were trained.tooperato.heavy equipment, construct
access roads, grade,and provide drainage for..the new roads, and do
improvement work in industrial parks. Participants received eight ,

weeks of training on 8-10 different types oI1heavy equipment. Classroom
training took place during the winter months and in inclement weather`.
Some participants learned blueprint reading and recognizing markers.

.The project is based on the theory that federal funding does, double duty

- liftrainees 'learn job skills on useful work projects rather than
, 4

through exercisesthat merely provide training.

The-Bu /eau for Manpower Services ecreened_and selected the 60 program
participants, most of them Were frOm 18 to 24 years old and fiye of

them were women. While training, students are paid $2.30 per hour and

. receive lodging and travel allowances, In addition, they_ earn_320 hours

of credit towards a jou'rneym6ints.rating.

Union participation is absolutely essenial to the suecesb of the project..

The students aren't required to join the union;but,many,do and those
that join,are helped with permanent placement. tie union recognizes
the program as a good opportunity %attract young people into this line
of work. Replication of a project of this sort would facilitate job
entry into'construction trades for youth. 1
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Jackson_Bikeways System Development Plat (Jackson, Miss.) (67, pp. 1-4)

The goal of the project is to develop a network of bike lanes and
trags throughout the city. The project is divided into two over -
lappag phases. Duringphase one, two participants will 'assist in
1Dcating aid erecting signs on streets to designate bicycle rOutes;_,

where streets are wide.enough, pavements are striped or parking
bumpers are placed create separate lanes for cyclists. These

ad participants earn $2.54 per.hour. aperiences on 'the job_servi as

training vehicles and enable; them to_ properly locatl signs, exercis-

ing judgment as to where to place signsto allow for greatest visibility,
and.in determining when it is desirable to use existing posts. 11165r.

also learn how to use pavement Painting equipment for striping and
marking streets.

5-

In phase two, eight workers will be hired at:the same rate of $2.54
per hour to construct bikeways separate from existing paved streets.
They will prepare the trail beds and apply asphalt surfacing, construct,
drainage ditches, simple bridges over creeks or other obstructions,
and installAnces or rails where necessary.

The participants will learn the basic techniques of bed preparation,
surfacing and construction generally applicable to street work. Federal

demonstration funds are no longer available to*Pnetfpplicants but .°

several other funding avenues exist, e.g. the Federal Highway Admin-
istrationprovides funds though Urban SystemFunding, through-the
Federal Bureau of Oktdoor Recreation and possible funding from the
Federal Department of Transportation.

Sewer Inlet Cleaning (Baltimore) (30, IV, p.7)44

During 1976, 1:7_program participants were hired tq clean approximately

20,000 sewer inlets, 2,100 storm water manholes, and:700 sanitary

manholes% This was '60 nercent-of inle can

total of which must be done on a yearly basiS to avoid flood conditions
.which could cause serious damage to public an4 private property as well

as pose A threat to safety:. ,The project is linked to the sewer
section 6f thO'Separtment of Public Works and the prograin.paitinipanto
complement the unsubtidizedcityk[Workers by allowing them to do
'maintenance and repair-work. The regular city workers could not'keep

up with, the work.' ,The 'paject-reduced the number of complaints-from
residents by 50.percent. .'

I
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CULTURAL'An BEAUTIFICATION

ck

Aside from necessary services and products, communities need to enhance
the quality of life throAh cultural and beautification projecls..
These projects are generally labor intensive and are highly visible.
Existing organizations and agencies in these areas include these

devoted to theater, dance, music, art, and historical landmark preserva-
tion, and information. For the most part,, these organizations and

. agencies are usually in financial straits and could use whatever
assistance projects can provide. On the other hand, they are interested
in developing community interest in their specialty areas and are

4siilling to engage in new kinds of community activities.

In operating cultuel and beautification projects, it is essential to
incorporate an active public relations and informatioh program to let C

the community know that is happening and to enlist the cooperation of
individuals who otherwise* may not learn of the projects. In addition

10 to contacts with cultural organizations, it is imporAant to in-p-olve
the local-schools, business groups, and city and stEi.0 agencies.

,,t Licenses, permits., or permission may be necessary r 'certain activities

and should be obtained in advance of thepro4ect s/start.

Equipment and supplies could become expensive in many types of projects
(paint, costumes, scenery, music) and efforts should be made to get as
much of this donated as possible. Rent may have to be pad for
particular' sites. Transportation of participAnts and/or audiences
may be necessary and appropriate arrangements should be made in advance.

Supervision should be by compefent.artists writers'performers, etc.,
who also have the ability td teach and ui youth. ' Training, for the

most part, can be on the job with some fOrmal classroom work inocertain
skill areas.

These projects are generally aimed at those youth who have evidenced
intereSts. -As a result, a pertain amDuht

of "creaining"may be necessary in the selection process. .In determia-

, ing what kind of projects to implemeht, it is necessary to know the
availability of local-talent, resources, and ipterests.

- - - t V

Benefits to the community may include a more livable environment,
1 enhanced interest in local.history and culture, exposure to4fine and

performing arts for groups which have had little or no previous

exposure, and the strengtheninitof existing organizations and agencieg
in these areas. Youth ,can see the results of their efforts in these

highly visible projects, receive:recognition from the community and
from their parents and friends, and, for some, exposure to possible
vocational and avocational interests.
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CETA and the 'Art s. (Cleveland, Ohio) (67, pp. 45-48)

S.

Thescope and intent of the project was to provide summer employment
for youth in various aspects of the arts. One thousand high school ,

students were employed for the arts projects and 62 professional
artists were hired to administer tre'Rrogram, teach and supervise the
youth. Th project, which.is nine weeks in length, determined that
prokrath activities would take place at 15 neighborhood facilities.
Each facility or site was selected on the basis of an i4nventory of
need snot accessibility.

There were 11 major categories of'dctivities including:

1) Creative Writing - Five grobps of 22 students each and the staff
assignedwere to publish a creative writing booklet, and write
and publish three community "CETA and the Arts" newspapers..
Students were asked to keep journals.and participated in writing
workshops, field4trips, d other activities designed tb develop
the writing skills of youths with an interest but ID particular
ability in creative writing.

2) Dance - Five trbupes of 25 st s,each-were-to-pr-q*axe-sa.,
' present three perforpances, two Workshops, twp lecture-demonstra-

tions of dance techniques, and at least one'professional per-
formance. The students in the dance groups were exp6sed to dance

disciplines and choreography throUgh workshops and contact with
the professional dancers. Each studenf'dance troupe created their
own dance and toured neighborhoods performing as mini-dance
cokanies.

. 3) Ethnic Arts - Four instructors worked y3. h 140 students, stimulating

awareness of traditional cultures through an Afro-American
cultural sets workshop, and special workshops and exhibits which
focused on other ethnic identity groups. -Areas of interest

,..

included oral tradition, - rafts, song, dance, music and culture

and were e lored thro ...PP observe 'of = ir_e_Ot

experience-with European, Asian, African and various Aierican
cultures. . f .

4) Music - Five groups of 25 students.each, under the direction of
five artiatrthoral direc xs prepared four performances per group,
two Workshops or demonstr tions per group, and two field trips

to attend pro onal ,p formances.
0,

, 5) Public Design - Two groups of 25 students worIced on construction
pf fovr mini-parks and five of 25 students worked in the
design and creation of 60 mur s. *4

6) Theater - Workshops focused on mime, makeup and technical theater.
.125 students were organized Intb five troupes, each of which
prepared -t9hree performances,-three workshops and attended tWo

y
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4.

professional performances., Student performances were presented
in various local neighborhoods at program end,

7i_ Visual Arts - 30Q students in this area of the piogram engaged in
pintmaking to provide graphics fOr program publications, project
events posters, and attended a youth screen printing workshop in '.._

a nearby city. Some of the students worked on creating a
photographic documentation of the summer program. These students
attended two photo workshops and presented two exhibitions of
student work during the summer. Other Students in visual arts
attended pottery and weaving workshops afid demonstrations. Ex-
hibitions of student weaving and pottery making were shown at ,

program, end.

Replicating the project in total or part trill be greatly facilitated
if specific activities are selected and adopted to match local needs
and resources. Linkages with the professi,onals in the community are
necessary fir program.subcess.

Beaufirul.Walls for Baltimore '(Baltimore) (30, IV, ,p. 2q)

Ten artists and nine artist apprentices painted murals at site where
they could make a significant positivelimpact.on an often dreary situa-

. tion. .The surrounding communities wed involved in the planning and
design of the mprals insuring acceptance, of the art., Local schools'were
alerted and students 'were able to observe'the'work ia'progress and in
its completed form.

School Vandlaism Repair (East Los Angeles, Calif.) (148, 17-20)

Participants worked in 17Ischools Cleaning and'painting grafitti-
covered walls. Murals were then painted on the-dleaned)walls to
discourage further damage.

0

Historical Irels'(California) (104,'p. 3)

-AA

Participants were hired to paint murals in participatinec-dunties in
the state at a historical site in each county., Eas alaptable:for

.youth.. ,

Clean-up and Beautification (Oklahoma City, Okla.') (148., p.14)

Ott

Summer program'. 200 youth plated trees along city streets, improved
parks,, painted and repaired recreational fAcilities such as
swimming 'pools, tennis courts, and pidnic facilities.

7
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Center Stage (Baltimore) (30, IV, p. 28)

Sik participants were placed in positions assisting the director,
property mistress, costumer, lighting and sound technician, business

manager, public relations director, and as a maintenance technician
in Center Stage, a private, nonprofit theater. Involved in helping
stage a number of plays averaging 30 performances each. Tasks
included running props, stage management, acting, public service
announcements on local radio and television, creation of display
posters and signs, "behind the scenes" tours, and encouragement of
greater student participation.

Ozark Folk Cultural Center (Arkansas) (104, p.3)

Participants enabled an Arkansas State Park Center:to remain open
beyond its usual summer season by providing necessary maintenance
and staffing services. The Center promotes folk culture, arts, and
crafts.

N

Cultural 'Enrichment (Vermont) 4614%, p. 12)

Summer program. Twenty-six young participants were' employed to
paint muralg, make puppets, act, and tape record interviews with

lunowledgeable elderly people about the State's history and cultuKe.

Afro-American History and Culture (Anne Arundel County, Md.)
(30, IV, p. 30)

One participant was assigned to the Commission on AfroLAmerican
History and Culture to work on a number of projects involvlpg
research, writing and graphic displays. Specific projectlincluded
staging a photographic exhibit pf Blacks, researlig0;idpreparing

, manuscripts on over 15 historic Black buildings sites, and -

preparation and publication of papers from the 1976 Afro-American
Conference. Need Highly qualified participants with both artistic
and academic skills.

Performing Arts (1.4s Angeles, Calif.) (104,sp..

Seventy-five participants, unemployed actors, d cers, and puppeteers
were hired to provide smallaperforming arts eroups around the city
for a variety of audiences. Youth could be included in such. projeCts.

,as assistants and as performers.
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EDUPATIOlt

It has been estimated that some 8 milliOn children need special help
in learning to read, that/almost half of all high school students with
reading difficulties receive no help. These deficiencies carry over

into adulthood: 5 million 'job seekers'are functionally illiterate;

one-third of all job holders areAllenied advancement because of reading
inadequacies; and over 20millionAmericans age 16 and over are unable
t9, read at least 10 percent of the-questions on a driver's license
application,'on a bank loan agreement; or other standard application

forms. As high as 60 percent of pupils in inner city schools are
- reading below grade level. The figures for math are even worse.

Many experts have pointed out the relationship between these lacks and
dropout and delinquency rates.

,Reading and math assistance often requires a one-to-one tutoring
relationship, a procedure too expensive for our public schools to

handle. In addition, the paraprofessional movement has shown the

benefits which can accrue to student learning,by the addition of teacher
aides; community and family aides, and administrative and maintenance

aides.

Benefits accrue also to those involved in the teaching process in terms
of satisfaction in helping others, in enhancing their own academic

skills, and in increasing potentiajl for future employment.

Education' projects must be carefully planned to prevent potential
problems and to gain the cooperation and upport of relevant agencies

and individuals. Contact should bp made with local teachers and
administrators. Special education and r ading units should be igvolved
in he project planning. A public relat ons campaign might becon-
sidered to gain community support and participation. Mental health
organizations can supply needed expertise in discussing and treating

certain_problAms. The_resources_of publir and privAtp libraries nee

to be evaluated.

Training should include teaching and tutoring skills, maintaining
discipline, self - sufficiency, and techniques of working with.young

children and peer counseling. Supervisors and trainers need to be
highly skilled professionals willing to try new approaches or adapt

old ones. They should be able to teach, train* and guide youth. At

the same time, they should act as buffers between the partiCipants
and the professionai and non-professional staff who may fear being
displaced with a cheaper labor force.

If pa)ticipents.are students themselves, provisions have to be made for
Making their schedules more flexible to meet the needs of their clients..
There is some controversy in the field as to types of approaches to use

when working with others. For example, some professionals favor a



"functional" approach to teaching reading while others favor a
iphonetic",approach. It is important not to let the participants get
caught in the middle of such a controversy.

Care needs to be taken to assure that projects are not in direct
competition with regular school programs; rathgr they should supplement
existing programs or move into areas where no programs exist.

In addition to CETA fudds, support can come from the Office of Educatj.onli
state departments of education, local colleges and universities, and
other public and private agencies concerned with learning and teaching.

dr

O
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Work EduCation Centers (Rochester, N.Y.)) (64, pi). 115-117)

Participants in teams of two took charge of a classroom, planned the
daily activities, implemented the plans, and maintained discipline.

Teachers functioned as consultants and trainers observing and evaluating
the activities and work. Training included guided observation, work
stimulation; working with one child, and on- going -in- service training.

Participants were those considered unemployable by other agencies ,

including alcoholics, domestics, problem prone, etc. The project's
otwoobjectives are to test..the rehabilitative effect of employment as
teacher aides of persons normally considered unemployable, and to test
the feasibility of using subprofessionals in a distinctively new role
within the educational process. The centers offer pre-school services
to children of poor families, with priority given to those who have
emotional problems or who come from multi-problem families. The

participants were hired on a first come,first served basis; persons
with priorarelated woolk experience, salable skills or community leader-
ship roles are excluded. Referrals were made by social agencies and the
State Employment Service. The aides r ceived $1.72 per hour the first
year and after2years, they got $2.13 er hour. The role of the
professional teacher is greatly re fined. There is some fear that teacher
aides will become a cheaper sUbsti ute for teachers. There is hope for
federal fUndinsin protects-biz:11-ms - ,, ems,

imptove professional training (attitudinal), and to spell out a more

sophisticated use of the subprofessional.

Pupil Referral Baltimore County, Md.) (30, I1 p. 24)

Five participants employed as "Career Aides" were assitikd to schools

with the highest dropout rates to counsel and guide potential dropouts
toward positive alternatives to the regular school program. Counseled

approiimately 1,250 students. Vlight be a useful project for unemployed

high school graduates.

Teacher and Community.Aides (Washington, D.C.) (53, pp. 13-14; 143 -156)

To help motivate them to stay in school, youth were employed as teacher

aides and community health aides, Twelve teacher aides helped prepare

materials, supervise children, set up displays and provide individual
tutorial ,help to children. Eight community health aides rotated through

a school, clinic and nursing home, interviewing patients, measuring

height and weight and' preparing materials.

School Community Relations (Walnut Creek, Calif.) (102)

Five participants were assigned to conduct home interviews, white

records, lead,discussion groups, organize noontime ;.ecreation, escort

sick children, and lead PTA discussions to involve arents more

effectively Oith.the schools.



Boston High School'Eoployment Program (Mass.) (1211),

This school for vocational education dropouts promises work experience
for students in all four years 'in a developmental sequence. -Freshmen

work at the most menial, lowest-paid jobs, progressing. through better .

jobs each year, ending up as seniors in well-dstablished "Sob sites with
strong possibilities of being hired ttfter graduation. Job progression
parallels the normal labor market progression of ydiah: casual employ-
ment, exploratory employment, permanent employment. ,This is. a good
in-school model.

WorkExperience Program (Albuquerque, N.M.) (4, pp. 4-9)

Four hundred eighty economically disadvantaged youths were served in a

three-part, Year-round work experience program. (1) Youth in-School
Employment Program placed 125 youths in public and pri/ate non-profit
agencies ip subsidized positions for 12 ho s a week. In addition to

job placements and regular school curric u pe.rticipants received

general remedial and occhpational educati. Information and supportive
.assistance regarding work experiences was p ovided by counselors en an

individual or group basis. (2)' The in- School. Cooperative.Educatibn

program for junior and senior high school studnts provided a minimum
of 15 hours work experience a week whin p was tied to a specific
school curriculum. ,Work and related studies can be credited toward

gfaduation. (3)The School on Wheels Program is an alternative educational
program designed to provide youth Who have left school with the oppor-
tunity to participate in awork-oriented academic program leading to a,
high school-diploma. Participants must be at least 15 years of age, .

and must meet CETA/DOL eligibilitly requirements for subsidized placement..
Students are given counseling, supportive services and are required to
take courses in basic reading and math skills. Placement has been a
problem'slhoa employers are.not exen hiring regUlar graduating youth.
Compounding the. problem is the fact that the-gublia sector, where most
of the-students obtain their work eatperieAce, has little employee
turnover and hires proportionately fewer people than the private sector.
The WEP staff are actively working with the Office of Comprehens*e Ak
Employment and. Training staff and the public school faculty to expands" .
jobs in the private sector. The entire WEP grogram has a variety of
city wide linkages, the primary. one isbetweenIthe:CETA office,and the
public school system.

r ,
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ECON6MIC AND DEVELOPMENT

s These projects consist of th46e which o not directly .fit any of the
other categories, which include;multiple categories, or which,seek to

establish self -sUpporting and profit-taking businesses: They include
projects which are involved withrecreation,tourism, information,,
code enforcement, an4 special assistance in publiC agencies and facil-
ities. They also involve increased,cgovernmental,Involvement at the 4
lbeal level to encourage private *investment,retain businesses, and
enhance existing services such as public utilities.and recreation
facilities.

Because: of the. variety of projects .incinded he4b, readers are referred

to the preambles of the othersservice-areas for hints as to implamenta4,

tion of projects. As noted above; many of the projects cited here
involve more than one service field and the various,grounings of dif-
ferent kinds of services. and products may provide some help to very large

projects seeking to offer a diversified range of, services into whiff

youth might fit. 4
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Maverick 'Corporation (Hartfor4,, Conn.) (66, p. 20)

a '461. .11-63

n

Work-Carder Coupseliag Pro hAOrelon). 1p.
h f

.
. 9IP

41

'Summer Program. 326'yoiith were recruitpdillor_a project.including con-
servation work in state-foreSts,.au0 repair,- day care, clerical; and
teaching assistants. 'Youth were counseled on gettipz'and,keeping jobs
and managing money. CETA, Titlex VI adult' exployees- were hired as

supervisdrs

,Sanitary Enforcement ( timore) (30, IV, p.',.1.9)

Twenty-one participatnts were engaged in bnforcing an animal control
ordinance by inspecting for unlicenseAdogs, iAlso issued applications
for dog and kennel licenses. City received over'/00,,000 in additional
revenue from the sale of licenses. Codeenfordement is a'needed service
by most communities; could pay for itself.

. . *it

, r

Job Start Corporation (Kentucky) (156, p. 4) %,

Job 3tart1Corporation cover ten Appalachian countieS.in Kentucky,with a
long.history.of extreme poverty. -.Acting as e. management and entre-
preneurial team, the corpordtion has developed,and invested in several
successful businesses. These include Possum Trot Corporation which make
quality stuffed toys sold at majdr U.S. department stores; Lawson-
Furniture Company which manufactures contemporary and Early American
furniture; Phognix Products which produces kayaks and outdoorsquipment;
Outdoor. Venture Corporation which manufactures Ients,,and accessories; and

a hill country restaurant and artsand -craftsstore.,r

1.

f

I
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J

Work Experience (New York City).

41

(86 II, pp.,77L78)

i
GErkparticipants are assigned to one of eight job titles which serve
the medical, educational, vocational, spiritual,. and recreational needs

. of deprived &vas.- Jobs include Food Services Techniciane whowork at
,day care and senior citizens center; Safety and Security Technicians
which involves public safety; escort services, and'' first ar4,,etc. ?

----There ii'also a,community beautification program involving iaintenmace
of park equipment hnd furni Lags, care-and cleaning f streets ari .

parks, and sanitation. :, ,

V .

wen

d V &

One of. many ".suppo ed work" projects throughout the- Country. Parti-
cipants are AFDC wom n, ex-offenders, andldisadyantaged yOuth. 'They ere
;provided with a "sup orted work" job and an opportunity% to obtain
ermanent employment. In its first year-this project developed into's. ,.
small industrial complex proxidizre-both products and services;' Several

ft .*
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of its work sites were housed in a rented factory. Shops devoted to
various 4eratielayere established side by side in the factory and
included furniture strippangfrfurniture refinishing and upholstery,
'furniture manufacturing; a ccYnCrete products division and a printing

shop. AL tire-recapping shop, was located across the street. Out

station"work. sites included a gas station, an al3artment-renovation

project and a parks maintenance crew. Supported work programs are

transitional programs, participants are expected to leave when they
are job, read -and are forced to leave atthe end of twelve

eighteen months; es

t,

A.4Sr.,

.

.- ,.,

Hempstead 'Water Systei-(Carroll County, Maryland) 130, IV, p. 9).
. . _

. , .
A ,

W. participants performed daily maintenance and operation of four 4

p houses, servicing chemical feed" pumps, monitoring treatment .111

faEilities,'and maintaining and"repairing transmission lines, storage

facilities and water meters. Trained to became certified water .

plant-operators. 'Need good reading and math 'skills. '

- #

--s--------4----.--
Library Services (HaFf rd COunty,'Md.) (30, IV, p. 32)

- *-

Five participants sempl ed checking, books in anc ut and eshelving.

them. Three particip is worked as media assistan community infiu
pb

tion librarian, and ch ldren's librarian. One p iciPant-employe .

as custodian. Enabled "brary to meet a 13 percen increase in.bdbk_

,circulations eand se ices info new areas by crea g new audio- -. s

visual programs, deyelo ing
/
new Aurbes of community formation, and

offering expanded servi es such as st:ory-Hefting -to th very young
o

and the
.

e retarded. ..,

(
's

-4 , --et. .s.

Public Facilities Project Wariana, 'Florida) (148, p.7.110:

_470. Summer Program. 13 youths -were recruited to vlork in public facilities
.

suclipas a junior college, aconvalescent center, the County court douse,,

7.'" a gerontology hospital, a- center fcWthe care of mentallyi.retigded
youth; a vocational rehabilitation center, a fire and rescue unite and
sheriff's office. Perforied clerical, service and maintenance task.s.,

, J

. *
.

1 -..

il

Delta Foundation (Greenville, 'hiss.) (156, p. 4)
;,-

' . 4

TheiDelta Foundation has visibly boosted the' economy of its 16-countyi ...

area in which .60 .percent of the'Population is black, The 'foundation

seeks to create WAck-awned and, managed businesses which willcontinue

' on their own. This Copmunity Development Corporation haebeen sub -=' .
stantially assisted by dummins,Engine,ComPthy of Indiana as4part''of:. ,

=that private corporation's dedidation to corporate responsibility.-,
I.

,
, 7 -
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.Among Delta's many; ente rises. are ,a, blue,, jeans' factory employinK,,-
130 persons, 60 pe'rcezii of .whom neverkke;_d jobs before; la metal stamping,
plant; a fan manufacturing company and:. cooperttivel owned supermarkets --
ile blue deans ka wnaha are gold at abnakel outlets., including

. .J. C. Penney Company.

. , .,

. .sLibray
Maintenance and Re4)air pattrtiraore)' (39, IV,' p. 31)

,
, . ,

Forty-one participants emploked iai` a wide variety of tasks in the '

Central Library and four branches, including: patrol and security;
2-custOdial'seryices' such/ as cleaning furniture, fixtures, attachments,'

. , and books; maintaining bae 'sidewalks, hallway, and iuncbroom areas;
washing windows and display cases; scrubbing and waxinig floors, preven-
tive maintenance in the boiler room, fan room and-htilitPtUnnel;

sr
'inter 'or painting, fabricating and finishing or stripping and re- ti
finishinewood shelves, chi s, desks and c repairing roof
and 'skyTight; cleriCal sery

z
Ms. and chauffering peo and iiiiiter ials

to and from the brancheL
-

.

. Work Experielace Projebt (Greensboro; N.C.) (14 p. 1.14) I

\, -

SummerSummer program. ,200 youth were. recruited and plac d in clerical and,
sub-profeisional jobs in hospitals, libraries, inun cipal offices ,
and schools. They received. OJT as teacher aides, l'abbratory assistants,
music assistants,, clericals, ,ifuidance asiistahts,:ana in. custoAial
and grodnds maintenance work. Participants had to pledge that they
would return to schogi at summer's end. r

s s ks

Newark Service Corporation (Newark, New Jersey) (66, p. 2
-* is

\ .
,;' s .. .0 '

OAS is another of the many 'supported work projects operat g through-.
.... ..\out the Unit States,. Participants 8,..e AFI5C' recipients ai3d.te),(-offenders:

The program has a contract with the College of Medicine and Dentistry .

of New ,jersey to train and employ 77 Markers in a number Of areas:
building maintenance, clerical and security services, general'ho se-
keeping-and operating engineering. ,

\
. . .

- - ) Participants
,
are screened and seleated at 1.andom to determine. heir .7status:' part'icipant or "controls" Trainees are Offered a su ported

' job and a chance to gain permanent employment. They must leave after
-Of , a fixed peilod of time, whether they have received a''perm,anent job

or not. 'Two Concepts considered crucial to supported work aise peer
sup_pott and graduated stress which emphasize that; employees `cannot and

... are not expectedo \absorb all the stresses and inforiation of a n,ew
Is job immediately .Participants a4"e' exposed to a graduated stress

system" which includes graduated, production demands, work habit require-
ments, program interactigni work. assignments and a bonus system.

1
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Work-Study (Maine) (148, p. 14)

Summer program. 59 youth were recruited for a work-tstudyprOject

by the Employment Security Commission. Some worked.asaides,'
counseling young people about summel. employment. Others were .

'offeredilanguage

employed as-clerks in recreation, urban renewal, health, welfare,
and law enforcement agencies, Participants wer
social studies classes, by the University of

Swimming Program (New Ox leans, La.) (148, p. 14) ,

guidizr program. 180 youth, in crews, performed maintenance and opera-
tion tasks at 27 swimming pools. Some also served as lifeguards and
gave swimming

Lummi Indian Tribal Enterprise (Marietta., Wash.) (r56, p.)
A

TheLunii Indian Tribal Enterprise operates a highly successful

aquaculture, corporation. Using their historic skill at.fishing and
knowledge of the sea, combined with new technology; the LuMmis have
developed especially succulent salmoit and oysters. Th-y now con

an aquaculture school to pass along their successful to es to
other Wien tribes. The.enterprise also operates a pro stable

Housing construction business..

4

.

Building' Renovation PrOect(Eatt Los Angeles, Calif.) (144 pp. 17-20)

.
, \

Summer program. Participants were employed to Keno to Ihn knouved city)a
jail to Iv 'used for community sports activities, c tural activities,' -

and a senior citizens' center. Participants removed iron bars

d other jail ,i.xt.ures, 'painted the interior, and covered the walls

k th murals. ,

.. 4

East Oaklanievitalization (Califoplia).(67, pp. 85188)

One hundred eighteen participants were-employ e0 to secure clean, and-
,

rehabilitated housing; increase and improve rfcreational
clean up the neighborhood, eliminate fire hazards, and round up

stray animals Also conducted a pre -sale. inspection program for

home. buyers', reopened two recreational facilities, and eStablished
a mobile recreational program for youth and senioecitizens.
Considerable community'benefits.

All enrollees were recruited frok among the unemployed residents of
the area. Project activities included:,, a door -tat -door campaign to

Obtain neighborhood compliance with the mandatory garbage collection

I

I
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6

law, securing- vacant buildings ,to discourage vandalism, a pre-purchase
insrection program to provide new buyers-with doines free of major Or
violations and-maintenance,rroblems. In cases where mechanical
sweepers could. not be, used, participantsvhad swept the strOts,.
weeds were r' cleared from publicly owned lots aq..rights of way, debris
and garbage were cleared from gutters,-sidewalks andadjoining,
Sidewalk property. Play streets and a waterfront area were also

+s-
cleared.

This ptoject was wide in socte and requiredfivacity'agencies'
couperation'and-cohierted efforts. The breadth of similar proj
will vary 'in othr locales. Replispion*.may be of one-or two'
com;onents-of this project only'aRa the numberof participants may be
a single crew of 10 - 12, or several.teams numbering more than
several huncifedi Out of the work expdrience a variety of job skills
can be developed. An exceptional projectior b14.ghted inner city
neigh orhoods

and Re (Baltimore County, Md.) (30, IV-,

Pa-ticipants A.rking in crees for the.Baltimore City Department6f',,
Ed-cation made minor glazing, carpentry, plumbing, pdinting-add
electrical' rApa'rs in school buildingi. Schools rated as only "fair"
by the State Sc ool Conlinuation Examiners were,chosen as sites.

Provided with so"- skill training, the workers did nteventive.
maintenance which ould otherwise not be done immediately resulting in
a decrease in Tajo maintenance thus saving-the city money. 1

Community Services (Great Britain) (50, p. 64)

Disadvantaged youth grOups of`8.tO 104, cork on environmental.and ,

community projects whic otherwise wouldGnot*be done, including con-
AStPuction of playgrounds assisting with social. surveys, and helping
elderly petsons with gar ening. More than 6 ;000 youth have been in
the' program.

Consumer Specialist (jew York(CIty) (op, II, V.:%25)
. f

Eight participants were employed by the .petter,Vusiness Bliteau of ,

Harlem-and trained to mediate, disputes between &disumers and businesses
and to e outage businesses to join the BBB. ParticiRahtS.r.i.earned how
o fun ion'in a business environment. Good lead into ptiyate

jobs. 1

I
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Visito're Information (Hanford County', Md.) (30, IV,44).- k6 -41)

11768

. .

Two participant's 'staffed and operated a Visitor Infatiation Booth at a

restaurant on an Interstate highway. .Supplied information and direations
to over 475 travelers a week and also assembled a tourist guide book on
local motels,..iestaurants, places of interest or rebreation, hospitals,
and Physicians. Also asembled'an'Econon4c Data Bank on the County and
answered requests from other agencies and organizations se-. ,g'informa.-

tift'about the County. Useful and needed project in Most co m. ,. ities.

Visitors'.Information (Cincinnati; Ohio) (12, p. 17)

"Ask Me About CinCinnati"orogram employs youth'14-21 years old to
provide v-i-eltors'to downtown Cincinnati with general information about the

city. and to keep the center of tow; free of litter and-debris Useful

cin any large community.

O
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CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 1

Almost all of the projects cited under the othdraoategories require'
,qome amount of clerical and administrative sup9orttasks.whichcan
and are being performed by the participants. In addition, there are

,projects which may be classified as being totally within this
category.- This 4rea.includes.a wide range of diverse services such
as conducting Suryeys, typing, filing, maintaining inventories,

tookkeeping,vorkiag with cOmputers,:purthasing and sales, billing, elle.

-Project in tills-area are not as highly visible as/those in other areas,
but neve heless provide or supplement needed services. 'Moreover,
they help develop skills of participants in areas directly aegociated-

--with jobs in the private sector.

Same prior skills may be required of participants (e.g. typing), but
many skills can be taught on the job. However, participants chosen for
these projects will generally need to be fairly proficient in_
laRguage skills.

4

Projects 'involving public. agencie 'need to be ,especially careful that
participants are not being used to replace,laid-off public employees,
Direct contact with and support from municipal unions and civil
service agencies need to be accomplished to prevent--4g4r probleihs
around thistissue.

A

Supetvisore of youth in tdtse Projects need to be. especially aiare.of.
potential, problems.between participants and regular, adblt.empl6yees.
Training can take place on the job with. some brieZ-Grientation and.,
perhaps role-playing sessions utilized.' Supplementarrtkills training
might take place off the job for those participabts willing to devote
sane 'of their own, unpaid, time.tb it. C t 9

* '

Tntse projects, may or may not be labor' intensi.vep depending on_the
'project locale and gtruct e. Since they are not as Visible as ether
projects public info Lion campaign shoUld be Considered to
convey' the- ene$its to the =unity,

fi
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Civil Service job"Specification Pro ect (Baltimore) p. 45)
A.

Eight paiticipants werekemplOyed as Public Administration Analyst
Trainees with the Civil ServiceWommissiod and involVed in an effort
to restructure the ,City's personnel system by,developing a new,.more..
effecti4e plan for, job classLfication. The participants coMpldted
1,309 ihterviewsqp tlaeLpiocess of)inatalK all classesiand jobs..
Also helped design and administer 12 examinations and the dev_elopment
of the Commission's "Class Specification Manual." Need participants
with good,comkuniCations skills.

-'4?"

Job Analyses (Orange County,.Cali .) (104, p. 3

:
0 f

, .

.' Pvticipants analyzed some 9;50 jobs as part of a 'county government

effort to,elivi,nate artificial arniers to employment. With propei

training,' supervision, add r edial woq,can,be adaptable for,youth.*:
.

'.... ie .
.

Live0ak-Project-tSwanes-County, Florida) (148, p. lb) .

.

Summer program. Thirteen youth 'were,employed -t:. map impoverished

neighborhoods, unpaved sheets and sidewalks, dilapidated housing and
,low7ouality trailer'sites. The map was used by the'coudty.in street
and sidewaIk.repair and/will be used to plan improved housing. -

. f
Fire Department Inventory (Baltimore County, Md.),C56 IV, p. 22)

Four participants conducted a "Disposable Usage Inventory° which led to
. _a 15 percent reduction of supplies 'used by each file-station. This :,1

, resulted ida.$7,000 savings for the Fire Department. Participants

. received training as store-clerks. Useful project for any municipal

department.

4.4
Research Aide PrograM,(Washington, D.C.) (125, pp. 35-37)

,

-
. di .

,

The Research AideProgpamiwas esub pro am contained 'within the

-Comftunity Apprent iceiProgram_(CAP). Fo us was on group training and
'placement of'yoptkin new careers in h services,; it combined

rehabilitation, vocational education d auperftsed Work experience

'leading V real career.opportunifies
rr

Training consisted of if. three-day,

orientation for an entire group of 7,0 aides, of which two were selected
formore,extensive training. Those selected for the position of Research
Aide were to try to determine .the characteristics of other young" people

who would be best sated to the aide ,fob, the effectiveness .Of the
training program in transmitting specific-skills, and the receptivity of .

the community ur the hiring of ,aides after they had been, trained:
-'0

4
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Training consisted of probability theory, basic statistics,,- and
instruction in the use of a tape recorder. They were taught how to
interviecrpeople and conducted practice interviews using the tape
recorder. The aides learned how to keypunch, to use a counter
sorter and a desk calCulator. Skill training included instructor-
critiqued playbacks of recorded interviews, instruction in the

techniques of controlled observAtion, how to use Bayle's InteraCtion
Analysis and instruction,in sodiometric analyses. In addition, aides
were required to make oral and written reports that were Tel.hiewea
and analyzed,.

Police Department Clerical'.Support.(BaltimOre County) (30, IV, pp.220-21)

, .

IP Twenty participants were placed in cen5xal and district police offices.
.The project led to ,750 additional man flours of "in field" police

protection by freeing police from many clerical tasks such as typing_
and filing of reports; correspondence, and forms.' Participants. were,
more proficient,than police in these tasks. pis-was the fiist time
civilians were empldyed in the police crime,laboratories. Need people
who have goo& communications skills. .

s .

t

Child Health Suryey (Tacoma, Washington) (67,,,pp. 153-156)

1 -
. The project grew out 54' a lack of an adequate data base for planning
and-coordinating services to-children. Eleven summer youth employment

- program participaniS were trained tv'serve as interviewers, utilizing
a survey instrument designed for collecting data to be used in the-
assessment of present and needed child - related services. A house-to-

.
house parent burvey'using a comprehensive questionnaire-interview was
used to gather information relating to such needs as health, ednbatioq

_day care, 'recreation, etc., Participants in the 'program gained
experience in research techniques and cOmmunityrganizatich S me

wo*-err-have continued their employment or studies in the-field f

social'research and others havejleen offered job opportunities within
the Department of Human Development or related agencies.

This kind of project canropably be,most successfully managed by an-
, establisl3ed publiC agency, It is imporiani, that the agency have goad

cooperative relationships with-other agencies Oroviding children's

' family servioes and that thepagency is able to secure non -CETA funds
for data processing. Access to expertise in survey research is a must.*
Similar surveys can'be conducted on ,home health care for-the elderly
br handicapped, education needs_of aduitso.trandportatton needs of 0.

.:workers or other human Service needs. .4

A
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"re Store"(Baltimore) (30, IV, pp. .24,25)

0

One participant served as."re Store"' director in a recycling.center to
collect supplies contributed by area industries., businesses and
individuals, and distributed them to day care centers, nurseries,
pre-schoel facilities, and family day care homes in need, of good educa-
tional materials. Also disthbutea dolls, musical instruments, and
games madd by the Retired Senior Volunteer Program from the donated
material. Good example of two cooperating.

Offender ProSect,(California) (39k pp. 15-25; Sec; C)

Eighteen prison inmate's were given four-months' training to work as
prOgram development assistants, paroled to a community placement agency
Where they received a combined work and training experience for six
months, at the end of which they moved into fully -paid program
development positions ifth social agencies, unilie5Faities and government
agenciaps. 'Parts of this project can be reglieated for youth.

. 1

Meter Reading and Accounts (Baltimore) (30, IV,.pp. 9-10)

Participants supplemented regular water meter readers. The regular 5,

budget limited the nuthber of permanent meter readers. The participants
substantially reduced the nalber of estimated readings. Other partici-

, pants performed clericaltasks servicing.acco is apd converting the
old systemto a new reading.and '.,o Participants need 1,4
reading and math skills.

Safety Coordinator, (Anne Arundel,County, id. ) (30, IV,1,pp. 45-46),

One CETA particlpantassigned as'a Management Intern to the County
Personnel..,Office functioned as the County Safety Coordinator. Conducted,

on" -site inspections to monitor compliance with County safety
standards-.' Several imminent danger situations'were corrected. Thel
participant also redesighed the Workmen's ampensation processing
system by consolidating forms, eliminating duplication of effort, and
'developing a pew, set of procedures for recording and storing
on accidents. Reduded,ti4a for processing a dlaim from three months
to one month. AAo.adMin stared safety training program for County '

departments. Itigh 1e44 artici:pant skills. Parts of this job can
be 'adapted for youth.
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